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BOOK REVIEW
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HISTORY, SACRBD AND PROPAN/1. By
Alan Richardson. Philadelphia: The West•
minster Press, 1964. 328 pases. Cloth.
$5.00.

ment theology and of New Testament theology, to cite three examples, provides an
overview of the thinkins in these fields and
will be welcomed by the Biblical scholar.
THB MlMNING OP HISTORY. By Erich 'Theology in our time," he maintains, "has
Kahler. New York: George Braziller, become historical theology" (p. 256). If
this is true, thentheologian
the
must be con1964. 224 pages. $5.00.
cerned about historical interpretation, speDRIVING FORCBS IN HISTORY. By cifically the theological interpretation of
Halvdan Kohr. Translated from the Nor- history.
wegian by Einar Haugen. Cambridge,
Kahler, too, for that reason deserves to
Mass.: The Belknap Press of the Harvard
listened be
to on his own terms when be
University Press, 1964. x and 217 pages.
concludes: 'The problem of the meaning of
Cloth. $4. 75.
history is the problem of the meaning of
PHILOSOPHY OP HISTORY. By William man, the problem of a meaning of human
H. Dray. Englewood Cliffs, N . J.: Pren- life" (p. 220). His long section on ''The
tice-Hall, 1964. 116 pases. Paper. $1.50. History of History" examines more spc:ci6Among the four volumes listed above, a cally the relation of reason and faith in the
Lutheran pastor and theologian would prob- approach to concludes
history; be
that
the
ably find the first, containing Richardson's final victory is that of .reason over faith. He
Bampton Lc:ctures of 1962 the most helpful insists that history is not l}'llOnymous with
Dray's work is a good introduction. Kahler historiography. His book discusses the infocuses on one problem, perhaps theteraction
most
of historical consciousness and the
important problem confronting the historian. course of happeniop, the interaction of
Koht will provide some helpful insights. events, determinism, freedom of choice, and
Richardson, however,responsibility.
speaks most directly to human
But is it an adequate
answer to a must-be-asked question to ay
the theologian.
Richardson's approach may be gathered that history
indiuoluble
is "an interaction
from his conclusion: "When the twin bogeys between actuality and concepmality''?
of scientific objective history and of 'a nearly
Koht will not give the answer to that quesabsolute relativism'
been bu
laid, the way ii tioo. Foreign minister of Norway between
open for the Christian undemanding of the 1935 and 1941, an imtructor in history at
disclosure of God's purpose in history, a Harvard in 1930, and for many yan chairdisclosure which in every generation remains man of the International Comminee of the
to be rediscovered through the opening of Historical Scieoc:a,
does he
not by his own
the eyes of faith" (p. 259). His chapter on present
account attempt to
a philosophy of
"History and the Miraculous" will be found
his history
coacemed
in
book, but be ii
in
fruitful His examination of a broader fashion with the cames of Cftllts.
Bnltmeaaism, ,,f the reYival of Old Testa- Man does not chaqe; the society in which

"
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he lives does. History is the story of society
and the changes in society. So Koht reasons.
He must therefore deal with the question of
prosress. While he does not confuse change
and progress, he subscribes to the idea that
the changes in society in the long run result
in progress. Religion is to him a social
force; thus he asserts that "when men worked
their way up from their belief in all kinds
of spirits and creatures, religion acquired an
ethical content for them, and God became
a guardian and a judge of their morality"
(p. 39). The basic motivation is the material struggle, the maintenance of life; hence
Koht concerns himself with economic forces,
class consciousness among them. There are
other primary and secondary forces which he
treats. He sees all of them interacting in
history, for "the events of history have not
been determined by any one type of force."
(P.203)
To this Dray would reply that one of
the most troublesome and compelling issues
in the philosophy of history is "the problem
of the nature, meaning, status, and even
legitimacy of the specifically causal judgments
historians make in the conduct of their inquiries" (p. 41). He appraises Hegel's metaphysical approach, Toynbee's empirical approach, and Reinhold Niebuhr's religious
approach. Dray,
is whcse work
part of the
Poundlllions of Pbilosot,~ series, is most
helpful in bringing an approach not only
to the philosophy of history but also to the
thinking of these three important philosophers of history. Page for page and dollar for
dollar there is much to be gained from him.
CARL S. MBYBR.

THB CAMBRIDGB HISTORY OP THB
BIBLB: THB WEST PROM THB RBPOR/tf.ATION TO THB PRBSBNT DAY.
Edited by S. L Greenslade. Cambridge:
The University Press, 1963. x, 556 pp.;
48 plateL Cloth. $8.50.
This is the second volume of a two-volume
work which promises to bring into small
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compass data and interpretations bearing not
only on the history of the production of the
Bible in the original languages and in translation but also on its interpretation in
Christendom. Two appendixes include in
a brief space an extraordinary cmount of
historical information on such aids to Bible
srudy as grammars, lexicons, concordances,
Bible dictionaries and encyclopedias, atlases
and commentaries. The information is in
the main reliable. However, even though the
question of Saadia's date (cf. this reviewer's
J\f11/tipurpose Tools for Bible SINdlj [Saint
Louis: Concordia Publishing House, 1960],
p. 99. n. 3 ) is of little consequence, Jones
might have made a more careful distinction
between Schaff-Herzog and Calmet and
Winer. The two latter dictionaries are quite
different in scope from the first. He also
says that James Strong, Tho I1xbfl11slitJe Concordance of 1he Bible (1891), refers only to
the English text. This is not correct. Through
an ingenious system of numbers used in
connection with lists of Hebrew and Greek
words Strong alerts the reader to the underlying Hebrew or Greek word for each
passage.
Fairness in dealing with complex historical
issues and judicious discernment in presenting a sufficiently detailed and yet easily
grasped picture are characteristic of almost
all the chapters in this book. A comparison
of the treatmentchapter
in
6 with that in
chapter 7 suggests, however, the strengths
and weaknesses of this particular volume.
F. J. Crehan and W. Neil arc both members
of the Roman Catholic Church, but whereas
Neil does not hesitate to subject the church
to severe criticism where called for, Crehan
writes with a denominational bias which
too often obscures the true issues, distorts
aJfccts the objective
history, and
tone otherwise employed in this volume.
Typical of Crehan's resistance to the facts
is his statement that Richard Simon "left'' the
Oratory (p. 218). The ambipity is not

adver
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honest. Richard Simon, as another writer
correctly observes, "was dismissed from the
Oratory" (p. 194). The treatment of Alfred
loisy at the hands of his Roman Catholic
superiors (his movement is condemned in
P111cendi gr•gis, 1907) is an embarrassing
chapter in ecclesiastical history, but to dismiss it slightingly does not cultivate the impression of detached concern for the data.
The faa that the Anglican Church displayed
a more progressive awareness of developments and that of the major denominations
only the Roman Catholic Church had formally rejected the new approach in Biblical
studies is truthfully stated in other plllces
in this volume (cf. pp. 298-299, 312).
Crehao's discussion of a "spiritual sense"
(p. 200) reveals that he lacks some of the
freedom which an American Roman Catholic
scholar like R. McKenzie displays in respect
to authoritarian decrees. Crehan'• logic on
p. 201, in which be confounds the instrumental funaion of "Tradition" with the
substance of belief, indicates the tortuous
syllogistic charaacr of the entire chapter and
contrasts with the candor of the two succeeding chapters. According to Crehan, Luther "utilized a fashion of the times" in
translating the Scriptures, namely, to "set
out his own doarines more fully.'' Thus,
without citing any instances of subjectivity,
Crehan suggests that Luther's version was
seaarian. A more objective appreciation is
rendered on p. 103. On p. 204, Crehan SUS·
sests that scholarly concern for a reliable
textual tradition prompted the Council of
Trent to insist on the Latin Vu.lpte. Crehan
then citeS Papyrus 65 in support of a Vulpte reading in preference to old Greek
readinp. But hundreds of other readings in
the new papyri annul the Vulgate. The example is therefore not particularly fortunate.
On page 204, in connection with the canon
dealing with the second decree,
session
4th
(Section
VII) Crehan does not do justice to
the si,IDificant terminating
of the de-
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cree: "et quod eam nemo rejicere quovis
praetextu audeat vel praesumar." Indeed,
the impression received from a reading of
this chapter is that the writer is trying to
make the best of an embarrassing situation.
He might have emulated the example set by
Pope John XXIII and Paul VI and in the
interests of true ecumenicity faced the inadequacies of the past with candor and the
future with scholarly hope. In line with his
chauvinism Crehan displays little sympathy
for the work of various Bible societies, except those of his own denomination. This
lack of ecumenical tone in his writing is
disconcerting enough, but distortion of the
facts is unforgivable. By stating that Pius IX
"found fault with the Bible Societies for
their attitude of indifference to the fate of
the books they distributed; they did not care
what the purchaser made of the text that
was thus set before him," Crehan suggests
a criticism which is flatly contradicted on
pp. 390-393, where it is observed that most
Bibles were designed for distribution where
there were churches and that the Bible societies worked in cooperation with missionaries. Furthermore, Crehan does state that
some territories were sealed off from Christian missionaries and that Bible societies,
therefore, were the principle instruments of
channeling the Gospel into such places. It is
stated that Jehovah's Witnesses "grew ow: of
just such study groups" formed after ·•random
distribution" of Bibles. No proof is supplied for the statement, for which this writer
is unable to find support in the standard
handbooks. Crehan also states that the "great
growth of missionary activity
ninein the
teenth century made these problems of Bible
distribution very much more acute, and the
vast number of Christian sects incliaenous
to Africa is primarily due to such premature
circulation of an uninterpreted Bible.'' The
reader is advised that he will secure much
more reliable
information on the rise of
clause
African seas
like in a work
Benat G. M.
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Sundkler, S.11111 Proph111s ;,, Sot11h Afriea
(Oxford, 1961 ), which accents the reaction
apinst foreisn authoritarian religious form
and thousht, in an attempt to find authentic
African expression! (Incidentally, Sundkler
observes that he found only one example of
"modern criticism" in the native church,
namely, in the Methodist Episcopal Church,
pp. 276-77.) Except for these pages of
poor historical writing most of the volume
can be recommended without a great deal
of reservation. The hermeneutics student will
welcome the news that in this volume the
history of interpretation is brought up to
the middle of our century, thus filling a void
left by the terminating point in a work like
Frederick W. Farrar, History of lnlt1rt,ralt1•
lion.
FlumERICK W. DANKER

loflSSION IN THB loflf.KING: THB lof.lSSIONARY BNTBRPRISB AM.ONG MISSOURI SYNOD LUTHBRANS, 1846 TO
1963. By F. Dean Lueking. St. Louis:
Concordia Publishing House, 1964. vi,
354 pp. Cloth. $7.50.
We have sorely needed a history of the
missionary enterprises of The Lutheran
Church-Missouri Synod, and Lueking in
many respeas has supplied that need. He
tells about the outreach of the Missouri
Synod to the immigrant, the work of the
Synodical Conference among the American
Nesrc,es, the enterprising labors of Landsmann among the Jews, the opening of the
India mission fields. B. L Arndt's heroic
Gospel work in China, and the ftSt expansion after World War II. He had to go to
primary sources
tell to
the story, because
little has been written about its various episodes. He has an interesting presentation,
will fi.nd it compelling.
many and
"l'be tide of his Ph.D. dissertation, on
which he based this volume, wu ''The Tension Between the Confessional and Bvangelical Traditions in Shaping the Miaomi Synod's Conception and Practice of M.issioDL"
In his book be speaks of three iniuenca,
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American evangelicalism, evangelical confessionalism, and scholastic confessionalism. He
has not established the influence of American
evangelicalism on Missouri Synod's conception and practice of missions. What about
the influence of Pietism? Surely Pietistic
influences must be more than recognized
among these German Lutherans. There were
a larger number of "greys" among them than
Lueking seems to recognize, men who were
committed to both evangelical confessionalism and scholastic confcssionalism without
ambivalence.
In the writing of historical narratives the
writer may be a judge. It is well, however,
if, in the words of Michael Knowles, he docs
not become "a hanging judge." James Westfall Thompson said, "You cannot indict an
institution." The historian should enter his
tllSk with enough of empathy to escape tendentiousness. He needs a tolerant understanding of his subject. A "better-than-thou"
attitude can be as great a bias as a "youare-the-most" attitude. Lueking would have
enhanced his stature as a historian by a
greater tolerance with the ways of the
fathers.
He might also have p:aid more attention
to accuracy in his details. Thus Walther's
"close affinity with the Saxon Free Church"
did not begin in 1852 (p.19); the Saxon
Free Church was organized in 1876. Wyneken's Nolrr,f was printed in Germany in
1842, not 1843 (p. 22). Incidentally,
Nolrllf is better translated "Cry of Distress";
it was not the emergency but the dire need
of the Germans that Wyneken emphasized.
John Henry Graebner came to Michigan in
1847; he was sent by Loehe. Loehe, too, sent
Johann Michael Gottlieb Schaller, who arrived in 1848. Ottomar Fuerbringer came to
Frankenmuth in 1858. He wu not sent to
this country by Loehe. Priedrich Lochner wu
• Loehe SnuUinK, who came
this
to country
in 1845. The naming of these four men togerber u coming to America in response to
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Wyncken's pica (p. 29) is not precise.
Brunn's institution in Stecden was not
"a private seminary" (p. 51); Brunn trained
the men that he sent to America for less
taketo
their
than a year and asked them
theological training in this country before
they became pastors. The statements on
pp. 193 f. arc incorrect, nor are they supported by the reference. "Samuel Keyl"
(p. 59) is evidently Stephan Keyl. Karl
Grauel (p. 71) and Karl Graul (p. 78 and
p. 193) are the same person, Karl Graul.
Vogel was not a young man when he became
Chinese missionary in St. I.ouis (p. 79);
Johann Friedrich Buenger deserves a little
credit for the inauguration of that mission
even thoush Lueking fails to mention him.
J. M. Michel (p. 195) is J. M. Michael
A few technicalities can be noted. The
references in the footnotes arc not consistent,
for example, footnote 3 on p. 321 and footnote 11 on p. 323. The simplest way of
citing references to the published accounts
of Synodical conventions is to give the name
of the body (as author), use the abbreviation
Proe.,dings (which every reader can follow), the date of the convention, and the
page or pases. The footnoting is poorly done.
So is the index. We do not know if this is
the fault of the author or of the house
editor.
There are some glaring omissions. Selle's
essay about evangelism in 1857 is not even
referred to. The Lutheran Women's Missionary League is isnored. The iorenyoodic:al
character of the mission work among the
Negroes in this country and in Nigeria receives no emphasis. Might not Heinrich Nau
be called a missionary hero? Francis James
Lankcnau is an unsung hero.
This reviewer is of the opinion that
Lucking'■ task could have been carried out
much better; the topic deserved more careful
craft1m101bip and the exercile of better
jucfamena. In this context the Bmz Cue
does not deserve the amount of 1pm: which
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it receives. The venture of the Bavarians in
Michigan would have been judged more
fairly if Lueking had known something
about the treaties the Indians had signed with
the Federal Government ( the I.ocbe men,
it seems, ignored them too) . The tremendous
impact of tbe immigr■ nt hordes on foreisn
language churches generally needs to be
weighed in any missionary history. Docs
the author know the Afen ,1111l Missions
series edited by Ludwig E. Fuerbringer? His
book docs not say so.
But enough of this. This review bad to
be largely negative. Yet in spite of the negative aiticism this reviewer hopes that the
book will make a positive contribution toward an understanding of some aspcctS of
the Missouri Synod's history.
CAKLS.MBYD

NBW TBSTAMBNT APOCRYPHA. By Edgar Hennecke, edited by Wilhelm Schoeemelcher. Vol. I: GOSPBLS AND RBI.A.TED WRrI'lNGS. English translation
edited by R. McL Wilson. Philadelphia:
Westminster Press, 1963. 531 pages.
Ooth. $7.50.
NBUI'BSTAM.BNTUCHB APOKRYPHBN
IN DBUI'SCHBR OBBRSBTZUNG. By
Edgar Hennecke, edited by Wilhelm
Schoeemelcher. Vol II: APOSTOUSCHBS, APOKALYPSBN UND VBRWANDTBS. Tiibingen: J. C. B. Mohr
(Paul Siebeck), 1964. :a: and 661 pqes.
Ooth. DM 43.00.
The first revised volume of Edgar Henoecke's standard translation of New Testament apoaypha appeared in German in 1959
under the careful guidance of Wilhelm
Schoeemelcher. Under the editonhip of
R. McL Wilson and his co-worken A. J. B.
Higgins, George Og, and Richard E. Taylor this volume now appean in a translation
which oJfers ia ieaden material not included
even in the third German edition. Edicm
avoided
one of the pidalb of
Wilson has
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works of th.is type and has had the trans• apocalypses of Paul and of Thomas. An aplations of ancient texts checked according to pendix includes a psalm used by the Gnostic
original the
sources. In order to increase the Naassencs, cited by Hippolytus, and the Odes
accuracy of th.is work, he has translated the of Solomon, pnerally ascribed to a Gnostic
seventh chapter, orisinally written by Henri- sect in the second century. Schneemelcher
Charles Puech in French, from the author's has been criticized for omitting the apostolic
own typescript, and in consultation with fathers in this set, but his judsmcnt has been
Puech has revised some statements ( compare vindicated. The apostolic fathers are readily
p. 277 with the renderins in the German attainable, but much of the senuinely 11po,edition, p. 198) while amplifying other parts r,•pb11l literature is not. Schneemelcher has
of the discussion, chiefly with references to once more made it available with extra good
growing the
body of literature on the
Nas Somethins
measure.
had to sive, and he has
Hammadi finds (see, e. g., pp. 293-294, executed prudently. "Indispensable" does not
296). A further additional feature is a com- do justice to this senerous contribution. The
plete translation of the Gospel of Thomas publication of the second volume completes
and a presentation of the Gospel of Truth in the obsolescence of Montape R. James, Th•
T asta111
0 111 {Oxford, 1924),
extracts. Throughout the book bibliosraph- Apo,r,•ph11l
ical enuies published since the third German and we can expect the set to be complete in
edition (sec, e.g., p. 241) have been added, Enslish translation very soon.
fRBDBRICK W. DANKBR
as well as titles of a number of English tmnslations of German works cited. By spreading lNTBRMARRIAGB: lNTBRPAlTH, INthe teXt over more than 100 additional pases
TERRACIAL, lNTBREI'HNlC. By Althe publishers have presented an attractive
bert L Gordon. Boston: Beacon Press,
volume.
easily readand
1964. 420 pases. Cloth. $10.00.
The second volume of the German original
This volume combines a broad and inbesins with a detailed discussion of the ques- clusive collection of sociolosical data on
tion of "apostolicity." Then follow in order intermarria8(? with the insights and evaluattanslations of the apostolic pseudepigrapha, tions of a rabbi of long experience. The
including the exchange between Seoec:a and array of data from sociolosical and psychoPaul; acts of various apostles {including the logical research studies on the intermarriage
first Greek witoeu to the apocryphal Corin- phenomenon is impressive and in itself
thian correspondence; Papyrus Bodmer X is makes the book worthwhile. To th.is collechere utilized)
Pseudo-Clementioes;
; the
and tion and analysis Gordon he.; added new data
a cursory description of later additions to of his own, some in the form of detailed
the existing apocryphal literature. The last verbatim comments and self-analyses separt of the volume covers apocalyptic and cured through intensive interviews
in• with
related literature, inuoduced
by a general
termarried
couples themselves. Not only do
discussion of apocalyptic, Sibylline literature, these "case studies" add interest and flavor
and prophecy, followed by a treatment
of to
the presentation
of quantitative data, but
early Cluistian apocalyptic in partic:ular. they help deepen the reader's insight into
Translations are given of the Asccmion of the intermarriage problem as well.
Elijah. the Revelation of Pm:r, the Pifth and
Gordon predicts an increase of all forms
Siztb Books of Ezra, the Cluistiao Sibylline of intermarriqe for the future with an aclila'atllre, the Book of Elchaai {in Anmaic, companyingproblems.
increase in
His argu"hidden power," known
ex-only throush
ment is convincing. In this connection be
a:rptl &om church fathers). and the later
comments: "It appears to me that the reason
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certain sociologisrs cannot find definite proof
that interfaith marriage has any direct effect
upon the divorce rate (while acknowledging
the obvious fact that intermarriages end in
either divorce or sep:ar:ation much more frequenlty than do other marriages) is because
they defiine 'religion' too narrowly. They ignore or minimize the degree of 'religious'
conditioning that occurs within Catholic,
Protestant and Jewish families." (P. 356)
(One inocc:ur:acy of special interest to
many readers of this review is found on
page 298. He identifies the formation of the
Lutheran Church in America (1962) as the
point at which "th11 four sep:ar:atc church organizations of which Lutheranism consisted"
merged into one.)
Out of 17 ase studies of intermarried
couples reported, 12 involve a Jewish partner. Such an emphasis would seem to betray
the author's own religious affiliation and perhaps a bias as well. This does not, however,
detract from the obvious values of this scholarly and comprehensive book. It will be
of real benefit and aid to clergymen of any
religious group, particularly those who feel
they have a distinctive message to proclaim
and preserve.
RONALD L JOHNSTONE

POR HUMAN BBINGS ONLY: A PRIMBR
OP HUMAN UNDBRSTANDING. By
Sarah Patton Boyle. New York: The Seabury Press, 1964. 127 pases
and apboundaries.
pendix. Paper. $1.25.
THB DBSBGRBGATBD HBA.RT: A YIRGINIAN'S STAND IN TIMB OP
TRANSITION. By Sarah cepraoce
Patton Boyle.
New York: William Morrow and Company, 1962. xiii and 364 pases. Cloth.
$5.00.
Tl,11 Des•gu1.iflfl Hnn is a compellina
and movina aax,unt of the eminent author's
.i:oleSouth's
in the integration
suugle and
solution
the
which she found in love. Her
more recent book, Por H•"""' Bnt11s o.l,,
the produa of 14 years of intergroup rela-
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tiooships, is offered as a "guide to bridge
building" to "individuals seeking to initiate,
broaden, or deepen friendships with persons
of a different ethnic back,grouod."
For intcgraters-up-to-a-limit, conservative
st11INS q110 preservers, and forthright segregationists these are two most disturbina
books! There is no doubt that some readers
will condemn both works as malicious because not only the "bad whites" and "bad
Negroes" but also the "Sood ones" of both
complexions are "maligned." Similarly "maligned" are the sincere efforts of the many
well-meaning whites who wish to retain the
hard-won 11111111 q110 color balance. "Maligned" too is the parental condescension of
white Americans toward their Negro "chilren." Mrs. Boyle brands such gestures as
paternalism stimulated by an ignorance of
the colored American and by the need to
improve one's own self.image. Also under
accusation are the Negroes who are unwillins
to part with their sour stereotypes of white
Americans.
It will also be argued that these boob
are destructive because they attack some
popular and time-honored myths of American history, including, for instance, the notion that Negroes are biologically inferior to
Caucasians. If these books are taken seriously, some Southerners will maintain, they
will utterly destroy many contempouq ndal
It is probable too that many will
consider Mrs. Boyle's remarks about the
desire to understand, her acknowledgment of
common guilt. and the empathy and acwith which she would reach over
the "segregation wall"
far too personal.
Mrs. Boyle shows little appreciation of the
safe middle .i:oad and the "slow-bur-sure•
way to equality.
What ill-disposed readers will iegard as
their worst feature is that these boob are
so readable that if they should fall into the
bands of unpredisposed laymen, they WOllld
ocxuion notluna buc umar in ieprd 10
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non.mobility of the coqrcgation, discontent
with scsrcsationist consrcptional policies,
and
with a tooisfaction
timid pastor's sermons and leadership in the
area of human relations.
C1111MI nnt,1or. Forewarned is forearmed!
JOHN H. ELLIOTT
RH.UGION AND LBISURH. IN AMBRICA.
By Robert Lee. New York: Abingdon
Press, 1964. 270 pages. Ooth. $4.50.
The topic u well u the subtitle, "A Study
in Pour Dimensions," of this book are likely
to be puzzling at the first encounter. The
cause therefor lies in the ambiguity of
"leisure," u well u in Lee's easy echoing of
dic:Ms about the so-called "Protestant workethic," which usism a specially meritorious
place to work in the scale of ethial values,
and 1111pecrs leisure of entailing deleterious

consequences.

and that the monks be put to work in essence
only reasserted an old position. The economic and industrial life of old Comtanti•
nople, the commercial and industrial capital
of Christendom for about 800 years, was organized around a suong "work-ethic." The
initial North American experiment, the Virginia Settlement, which bepn as a leisurely
communistic community, very quickly developed a suong "work-ethic" under the
leadership of Captain Smith. A suong
"work-ethic" is as necessary for the survival
of civilization as the law of gravity is necessary for the survival of man on earth.
If work is any purposeful social activity,
then leisure as "a state of the mind," as Lee
puts it, would need to be the reverse of purposeful social activity. And this is indeed
implied on p. 19, where the author recom•
mends that Thorstein Veblen's famous work
be rewritten under the tide Th•or, of th•

The second major criticism must be 1Ais11r• Af11ss•s.
directed against the author's basic usumption
Lee also sees a "theological lag," by which
that, however unequal our progress, Ameri- he means a situation "in which theological
cans are npidly moving toward a condition and ethical thinking lap behind npid social
of abundance where they will enjoy large changes" (p. 22). But the New Testament
margins of surplus time, that is, time which principle that the Christian live a useful and
is not needed for "work." This 'l1Dtt&listic
indebted
productive life in the interest of the neighnotion is profoundly
to a utopian bor and to the glory of Goel allows no such
imqination that ipores abundance of con- ethical or theological lag. Lee himself pleads
trary evidence. There are individual, who guilty to the charge of inadmiaible ambiguity observes
appear to have a surplus of time and re- when he
that there is a "general
lOW'CCI on their hands. For the majority of
ambiguity - if not, indeed, paradox - in
such people it is likely thatfortunate
their
thinking about these matters. • • • On the
situation
will entail no areat problems. For one hand, work does not have value; yet, on
the remainder, beset by special problem,, the other, it does. We endure work while we
generalizations do not apply.
have it and often feel like quitting; yet when
we
or can't work, we seem
aren'tatworking,
The notion of a ''work-ethic" uniquely
to
of status and personal iden•
tributable to the Reformation is notloseina sense
aa:mdance with a number of Stubborn his- tity." (P. 215)
lDrial &as. It ipora the IIWlm elrom
A fair criticism requires us to remember
of ti.- monastic movement in the Wm to that the author means his book to be "part of
cmlize and anchor the unstable population an open-ended discussion." It is areatly to
of Wmem Europe by means of a quite be hoped that further study and disamion
"work-ethic." Luther'• demand r1m of "relision and leisure in America" will be
tbe rmaive number of holy daJ'I be reduced undertaken.
RICHAm> Kl.ANN

naomas
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CHURCH UNrTY AND CHURCH AflSSION. By Martin E. Marty. Grand
Rapids, Mich.: William B. Eerdmans Publishins Company, 1964. 139 pages. Cloth.
$3.00.
NO OTHBR NA.Ml!. By W. A. Visser
't Hooft. Philadelphia: The Westminster
Press, 1963. 128 pases. Cloth. $2.50.

IS CHRIST DIVIDI!Di' By Lesslie Newbigin. Grand Rapids, Mich.: William B.
Eerdmans Publishing Co., 1961. 41 pages.
Cloth. $1.25.
Ncwbigin demonstrates again that his
strength as a missionary statesman and an
ecumenical leader rests on the solid foundation of his competence in Biblic:il study and
comprehension. With the simple clarity born
of mastery he articulates the Scriptural basis
of unity in a series of four meditations or
sermons under the headinss "When I Am
Lifted Up," "By One Spirit," 'That the
\'qorld May Know," 'To All Nations."
Matty demonstrates his confessional pedigree by devoting considerably more space
and attention to the concepts of rruth than
does the Scotch Presbyterian bishop. He
feels that there are at least two ways in which
truth may be ignored: first, by those who
in a transport of ecumenical euphoria cannot
comprehend why anyone should call attention to obvious confessional dilferences, and
second, by those who in the apogee of their
confessional Pharisaism ignore the great
body of shared truth that already exists and
refuse either to fellowship or even to cooperate with other Christians to any degree
until the ecclesiastical lawyers have crossed
every "t'' on the corporation merger documents. He argues: "Christians possess now
enough unity and ecumenical spirit to renew
their mission toworld.
the
Without mch
.renewal ecumenism is meaai.aslea and its
movementself-cenwed.
is tired and Meanwhile renewed mission will further the movement to unity • • • Unity produces mission
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produces unity produces mission, ere." (pp.
102, 103). Thus he espouses cooperation in
mission commensurate with consensus.
Visser 't Hooft's book demonstrates by its
uncompromising confession of Jesus Christ
as the unique and only Savior of the world
that a world-famous ecumenical churchman
can be concerned about truth as well as
unity. However, he draws the battlefront
where it belongs - not so much between
one Christian and his brother, but between
those who confess that Jesus Chrin is the
only Lord and Savior and, on the other hand,
those who do not.
The Judaeo-Christian tradition today finds
itself awash in the fourth great wave of
S)•ncretism, as the author enumerates them,
beginning with the introduction of foreign
cults into the temple of Jerusalem in the
final century before the Exile. The second
took place when Rome held open house in
its pantheon, and the third swept over Europe in 18th-century rationalism's deification
of natural religion. Visser 't Hooft sees
psyS)•ncretism operative today in
chology, philosophy, and syncretistic religious
movements and seers.
However, one recalls that non-Western
churchmen such as D. T. Niles see Christianity's greatest danger in Asia as ghettoism
rather than the synaetism that frightens
Western church leaders.
WILLIAM J. DANltBll

literature

WORSHIP AND El'HICS: A STUDY IN
RABBINIC JUDAISM. By Max Kadushin. Evanston, Ill.: Northwestern University Press, 1964. z and 329 paaa.
Cloth. $8.50.
This book will have a great impact
upon
nudies in rabbinic and intemstamental Judaism. Kadushin, graduate professor in rabbinics at Jewish Tbcoloaical Semfa•ry, develops three theses in this nudy of worship
and ethics. In the first place be maint■ias
that rabbinic ethics are always a product of
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community life and are inseparably connected
with worship life. Thus they are always Godcentered and relevant, but are never evolutionary or relativistic. The mbbis never used
the logical principle of the Highest Good
to evaluate ethical action. This Western approach, Kadushin says, leads to oversimplification and ovenheoriz:nion. In his second
Highest
that the
thesis the author argues
Good concept is replaced in mbbinic thought
by a long series of value concepts which const:antly interact in worship and life to give
meaning and direction to both. Rabbinic
value concepts are, for example, charity,
justice, man, God, the kingdom of heaven,
commandments, the divine name, and so
forth. These concepts form an organismic
whole. That is, it is the continuous interaction of these ideas which gives clear direction aod purpose to life. The interplay
of value concepts retains the significance of
the individual in his worship life while at
the same time it transforms each worship act
into one of social, almost universal, ethical
significance. Thus before breakfast
Jewthe
prays, "Blessed art Thou, 0 Lord our God,
King of the world, who brin,gest forth bread
from the earth." This bn11li11h
(blessing)
enables the individual to see himself as an
object of God's love. After the meal, be
prays the bn11li11h aod concludes with the
the whole world.'' The
phrase, ''Who
single act of worship, including the first
bn11uh, the eating of the bread, and the
second bn,,lu,h, bu made the individual
keenly aware of his social responsibility also.
Kadusbin insists that rabbinic ethia are
coherent aod carefully structured. while so
many students of rabbinia have judged them
to be atomistic and therefore primarily leplistic. This thesis is the major contribution
of this book. Kadushin had laid the background for this interpret:ation in two previous works, Org-ir: Thinl,i,ig and Th• R.blm,k Mid. The significance of this interpretation, if it be correct, is readily seen.
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Countless thousands of Christian pastors who
have been mised on Emil Schuerer and Alfred Edersheim will have to rake a second,
very careful, look at Judaism in our Lord's
d:iy.
From these two theses follows the third
thesis, which is present implicitly but never
explicitly. This thesis might be stated as
follows: rabbinic Judaism is the best common denominator for religious unity.
An adequate critique of Kac:lushin's book
is beyond the scope of this review. Two
questions bothered this reviewer on almost
every page. Do his criteria (value concepts,
organismic unity) uuly flow from the material of rabbinic Judaism, or are they imposed upon the material from the outside?
The work is so tightly constructed, carefully
reasoned, and fully documented that the first
round in the debate must go to the author.
But here a second question presents itself
with even more compelling force: Can a
Westerner ever truly understand or appreciate rabbinic Judaism, even though he
might choose to give his entire life to its
study?
Kadushin's book is not for beginners in
this area, but it does commend itself to
every serious student of this culture.
HBRBBllT T. MAYBJl
feedest
PREPACI! TO OLD Tl!SI'AMl!NT THl!OLOGY. By Robert C. Dentan. Revised edition. New York: Seabury Press, 1963.
146 pages. Ooth. $3.00.
While one might question the initial assertion of Dentan that no Biblical theology,
in the modern sense of the term, was possible
until the 11n11logi4 fulei principle was abandoned, one cannot fail to appreciate the
lucidity with which this author has clarified
the distinction between the history of the
religion of Israel, Biblical theology, and dogmatic theology. The first part of Dentan's
work surveys the various rrndendes and emphases of Old Testament theology from the
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time of the 17th century, designating Gabler THI! ROY.AL PRIESTHOOD OP THB
(late 18th century) as the man who first
PAITHPUL: AN INVESTIGATION OP
delineated the limits of Biblical theology as
THI! DOCIRINI! PROM BIBUCAL
a distinct discipline and concluding with the
TIMBS TO THB RBPORMATION. By
recent criticisms of current Biblical-theoCyril Eastwood. Minneapolis: Augsburg
logical method raised by James Barr. The
Publishing House, 1963. 264 pages.
second part of the book is an effort to define
Cloth. $4.S0.
as precisely as possible the nature, function, TH'/J. PRIESTHOOD
BBUBVBRS:
OP ALL
scope, methodology, and distinctive
role of
AN
THB DOC'/J.XAMINATION
OP
Old Testament theology as a separate subject
TRINE PROM THB R'/J.PORMATION
of scholarly investisation. Because Old TestaTO THB PR'/J.Sl!NT DAY. By Cyril Eastment theology is the crown of the Old
wood. Minneapolis: Augsburg Publishing
Testament sciences and is dependent upon
House, 1962. xii and 268 pases. plus
numerous other branches of theological and
selected bibiography. Cloth. $4.S0.
historical science, this bas led to "Old TestaThe importance which is being attributed
largely
becoming
a science
ment theology's
to
the idea of a "universal priesthood of
of posthumous works." Old Testament theology is viewed by Denran as a propaedeutic believers" in all communions suggests that
for New Testament studies, the point of de- this subject indeed merits a thoroughgoing
parture for historical theology, the basic examination. In view of the unclarity of
materfal and norm for systematic theology, this notion's Biblical basis and the surand a n dy
.-a means of communicating Biblical prisingly few exegetical analyses deYoted to
topic, a careful investigation of its Biblithis
truth to the practical theologian. We applaud
cal
sources
and a review of its theological
this writer's limitation of Old Testament
theology to the canonical books and to the interpretation through the centuries and a
cautious synthesis would certainly be most
distinctive and characteristic ideas of the Old
Testament rather than to institutions and welcome. Unforrunately both of Eastwood's
works fail sorely to fill this gap.
history as such. The reviewer finds himself
Th11 Pri1111hootl of All B11liwB1 reviews
in sympathy with the author's criticism of
the positions of Luther (for whom. aamding
those who would reduce Old Testament theto Eastwood, the priesthood of all be1ieven
ology to Heilsg11schich111. After a careful dewas "the basic d0ctrine" underlying his
limitation of terms Dentao defines Old teaching on the seven outward "marks" of the
Testament theology as "that Christian theo- true church), John Calvin, Anglicanism, the
logical dicipline which treats of the religious Puritan Tradition, and Methodism. The book
itl11111 of the Old Tesmment s111un111ic11ll,, closes with 12 conclusions which attempt to
i. e., not from the point of view of historical relate this doctrine to the present situation
development but from that of the structural of the church.
unity of Old Testament religion, and which
Th11 Ro111l Pri1111hootl covers the history
gives due regard to the historical and ideo- of this doctrine from. its first appearance iD
logical relationship of that religion to the the Biblical documents through the early
religion of the New Testament" (p. 9S). church and Middle Ages to the movements
The appended bibliography, arranged accord- of the Monastia, the F.noociscans. and the
ing to three major chronological periods, en- Mysria of the pre-Reformation era. In a
hances the value of this book as a useful tool final chapter the author stresses the cloc:trine's
for the student of the Bible.
vocational aspects of service and million
NORMAN C. HABBL
to the world.
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From a achowly point of view there is
little 10 commend either of these books. The
treatment of the "Biblical basis" demonstrates
the limitations of EastwOOd's exegetia.l compcreac:e. The midy of the church fathers and
the medieval period is superficial. Eastwood
fails to mention some of the most important Biblical studies, for example, those
of Blinzler and Cerfaux. He does not discuu the conuibution made by, for instance,
Paul Dabin. He overlooks some of the more
secent studies of Luther's position on the
universal priesthood made by German
scbolan.
One false premise conttibutes to the deficiency of both books. This is the supposition that a theory regarding the "priestly"
cbaraaer of God's people in the Old and
the New Testament must have as its heart
an
upon the rights and privileges
emphasis
of individuals and upon the equality of
"JaltJ" md "cler11... Thu does not accord
with the emphasis in both Testaments (Ex.
19:3-6, 1 Peter 2:4-10) upon the eu,1ion
and holffless of the special people of God,
two themes which Eastwood would have
done well 10 explore further.
JOHN H. ELL101T

SACRBD AND PROPANB BBAUTY: THB
HOLY IN ART. (Vom Heili1M ;,. ,.,
X.nsl,) By Gerardus von der Leeuw,
tn.nslated by David E. Green. New York:
Holt, Rinehart and Winst0n, 1963. 340
pages, bibliographical noca, and index.
Cloth. $6.50.
Van der leeuw wu a pioneer in the discipline of the pbenomenolo11 of reli&ion. He
was himself a poet and musician as well as
a theologian and philosopher. He was thus
well fitted through research, experieac:e, and
tmlperament 10 prepare the present massive
smdy. His basic assumption is that "the
holy" is ICplnted &om and is beyond man.
dllt it is final and eternal. and thar it demands U>tality. He limits his consideration
of the holy and of art to "the holy act and
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the beautiful act, or art . • . as man experiences them" (p. 6). He bas a covering
premise: that art originally is an exercise
of the sacred; "primitive expressions of an,"
he says, "are nothing more than religious
acts" ( p. 7 ) • The six art forms which be
discusses are reviewed in their histol'}' of
being freed from religion, in the domains of
cleavage and antagonism toward religion,
and in the possibilities for the unity of art
and religion to be restored. An interesting
method of his discussion is to view the dance
as the basic, most universal, comprehensive,
and personal art form. The other art forms,
as capsuled in the Greek drama, are simply
extensions and complications of the dance:
drama, rhetoric, the fine arts, architecture,
and music. A seventh section seeks to develop a "thcologia.l aesthetia," synthesizing
sections in the previous chapters on the theology of the several arts. His premise is that
all art, without the addition of anything
counterfeit, whether ir ucars religious subjects or not, is the servant of God. He
recognizes the opposition to this ideal, arr
which does not serve God. "Art whose intention is to arouse the senses cannot be
great an" (p. 279). But on the other hand,
"art cannot preach • • • there is no Christian
art, any more than there is a Christian
science. There is only art which bas stood
before the holy, and this is as a service among
men." The author recognizes the problematic and mbjective element in many of the
judgments which arc necessary in his task.
As a Christian his closing affirmation is: "'As
believers, we find the possibility of complete
beauty in him in whom we find everything,
in the divine figure, in the son of Mary, in
the Son of God, who is the most beautiful"
(p. 340). Even in translation this book
reads, for all its exuberance of imagination
and literacy, IDlOOthly and engagingly. The
neophyte in the field as well as the veteran
will profit from it.
RJCHABD B.. CABMMBRBJI.
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THB COMEDY OP DANTB AUGHIBRI
PLORBNTINB.
THB
Translated by
Dorothy L &yers and Barbara Reynolds.
New York: Basic Books, 1963. 346, 390,
402 pages; 3 volumes. Cloth; boxed.
$15.00 the set.
The Di11ina Commt1rlia is both perennial
literature and, rightly read, a form of high
theology as well It is not accidental, therefore, that it has amacted a significant number
of American and Enslish literary men who
have tried to make the treasures of this sreat
medieval Italian poem accessible to the Eoglish-speakins world- amons them Henry
Boyd, Henry Francis Cary, Henry Wadsworth
Longfellow, Charles Eliot Norton, John D.
Sinclair, and Lawrence Grant White. To this
distinguished roster there has now been
added the name of one of the most competent
of Enslaod's contemporary sacred playwrights, lay theologians, and essayists (who
is also the author of some of the most engagins whodunits of our century) - Dorothy
Sayers. At the time of her death in 1957
she had completed translatins all of the
Con1media except the last third of the p.,•.
diso and had prepared the long and illuminating introductions and the essential commentaries, slossaries, and excursuses to the
ln/erno and the P11rg11torio. The translation
of the final cantos of the P11,11diso and the
iouoduction to and the commentaries on it
are from the pen of Barbara Reynolds, who
had Miss Sayers' letters about the p.,tMliso,
her Dante notebooks, and some unpublished
lecture materials to draw on. The present
edition is illusuated with a selection of the
102 drawings which artist-mystic William
Blake prepared for the Com,,,.,Ji11, plus many
maps and diagrams drawn 1pecially for thia
edition by C. W. Scott-Giles. By way of
samples of Miss Sayer■' work we oifer a few
familiar passages. The sign OD the pte to
Hell read■: "lay down all hope, JOU that
go in by me" (W, 9). F.rancaca's words in
Canto V, 121 read: 'The bittere■t of woes
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/ Is to remember in our wretchedoeu / Old
happy times." In the P11rg11lorio, Canto W,
8-9 reads: "O noble conscience, clear and
undefaced, / How keen thy self-reproach for
one small slip." The divine compassion is
described in lines 121-123: "My sins were
horrible in the extreme, / Yet such the infinite mercy's wide embrace, / Its arm■ go out
to all who turn to them." The paraphrase of
the Our Father that begins Canto XI read■
in parr: "As we, with all our debtors reconciled, / Forsive, do Thou forgive us, nor
regard / Our merits, but upon our sin■ look
mild. I Put not our strength, toO easily ensnared / And overcome, to proof with the
old foe; I But save us from him, for he
tries it hard." In the P11rtMliso the allusive
self-indictment of greedy Pope John XXII
at the end of Canto XVIII runs: "I who only
crave / For him who chose to dwell alone
and then / Wu danced away into a martyr's
srave, / Know naught of all your Paull and
Fishermen."
In sum: Here is an excellent translation
of a timeless classic, supplied with the helps
that make it meaningful to the modem
reader.
A1lnrua CAllL PIBPX.OBN

THB PHBNOMBNOLOGY OP RBLIGION.
By Edward J. Jurji. Philadelphia: Westminster Press, 1963. 294 pases plus index. Ooth. $6.50.
Princeton Theological Seminary's Jurji
presents us with a book of great value to
the Christian theologian who is mindful of
the proximate relativities which the kaygma
of Jesus Christ mUst encounter
thiain
moment of our history.
The cenual motif ii phenomenology of
religion conceived u "the objective descriptive analysis of religious essence u it displays
itself on the world stqe." Jurji's phenomenology "seeks to discover precisely bow a
given religion exhibics itself in authentic
records, historic settings. and career of
founder, saint,
philosopher.
and
Purtber
clisdosures are sought in ■aacd test. s,mbol,
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and doctrine, in piety, in social strucrure,
and, above all, in religion's idea of the holy
and its expressions of faith." His basic procedural assumption is that "all meaning
owes its source to an intent of consciousness."

But the reader may misinterpret this proposition unless he also notes Jurji's under.sirdiog thesis: "Religion is simply irreducible
to what are merely functional and traditional
attributes of society." Nonetheless, he holds,
•sociology determines the shape of reli.sious
phenomenoloBf."
Jurji deals first with "Religion and the
Stature of Nations," "How Religions Live,"
and 'The Idea of God and the History of
Religions." He follows this - under the
head of "Relevance to the History of Religions" - with uearments of Hinduism,
Buddhism, Judaism, Christianity, Islam, and
"modem rivals of living faith."
The field of "history of religion" found
academic acceptance a mere 60 years ago.
Jurji is keenly aware of the vast gaps remaining to be bridged. Accordingly, the
book. either in its strucrure or in the preaeatatioa, cannot offer that tight coherence
or iaregratioa for which the systematician
looks. Nevertheless Jurji offers the srudeat
very real apolosetic possibilities by implication.
R.ICHAJU> KLANN

THB CBUBACY OP THB PRll!.ST: /If.BANING AND BASIS (D11r Zalib•I tl,s
Prinl11rs). By Wilhelm Bertrams, uanslated by Pauick Byrne. Westminster, Md.:
The Newman Press, 1963. 127 pases.
Coth. $2.50.
This little book is a distillate of the many
leaures and conferences on celibacy which
its Jesuit author bu
over
given
the years to
Jloman Catholic priests and seminarians. He
ieprdl flirp,ius as "a total and undivided
mrreader to the lord" (p. 8). Ia the debate
within hia own denomination on the obligadon of celibaq for those taking major

amen 11e 't'aliantl1 defends the "'vow-theory"
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as over a.s:,.inst the "law-theory." The Lutheran reader will find himself unmoved by
certain considerations in Bertrams' ar.sument
that derive from Roman Catholic dogmatic
assumptions which a Lutheran-Biblical orientation will move him to question and even
to reject. At the same time he will appreciate
even in the controversial area of sacerdotal
celibacy Roman Catholic affirmations which
approximate positions that the Lutheran
Symbols enunciate. For example: ''To celibacy in itself no special moral value is at•
rached, even thou.sh it .socs hand in hand
with a life of abstinence. . . • Virgi11it•s is
Christian only where celibacy is undertaken
for the sake of the kingdom of Heaven"
(p. 17; compare Apolo.sy, XXIII, 40).
"Every depreciation of marria.se is all the
more unchristian," since "it becomes the
way for the spouses to find God. Christian
marria.se is a holy state that has God's blessing. . . . The individual who underrakes
t1irginit11s is not on that account more perfect
than the married person." (Pp.17-18, 22;
compare Apology, XXIII, 28-30.) "God
must call one to the state [of t1irginitas] and
thereby assure him [whom He calls] of His
help. • • • A person may not rake it on himself." (P. 29; compare Apology, XXIII,
18-22.) ''The sexual sphere must not be
thoqht of in a purely negative way" (p. 67;
compare Apolo&r, XXIII, 7-8). "Where
celibacy is undertaken only because ecclesiastical law imposes it, there is always the risk
that as an obligation imposed from without
it will be found irksome." ( P. 86; compare
Augsburg Confession, XXIII, 12-14)
ARTHUR CARL PIBPKOllN

THB UNMGB OP UDY MBBD. By John
A. Yunck. Notre Dame, lad.: The Notte
Dame Press, 1963. XIII and 350 pages.
Ooth. $5.25.

"lady Meed" is the goddess Money.
Yuack has done a notable service to his
readers in addressing himself to the ezhaus-
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tive study of a senre not often invcstipted.
Of special value is the small antholoBf of
venality-satire, in which the author hu left
in the orisinal verse p:issases from the Latin
and the medieval French, since in "translations of poetry too much is lost." No less
helpful is the chapter on the venality-theme
in the vernacular. A fine French example
is the couplet of :tltiennc de Fougcrcs, which
carefully avoids a frontal attack on the pope,
but attacks the curia:
Vibnic est de loier prendrc
Et justise por deniers vendrc.
The "src:ucd palm" motive also comes in for
attention, for example the reference to Hans
Rosenpluct's rhyme:
Nun sweight so will ich hebcn an
Was der pfennis wunders kan
Der pfennig kan wurckcn vnd schaffen
Mit lcycn vnd auch mit pfaffen •••

laborer

a

Probably the most valuable portion of
Yunck's work is the section entitled 'The
Import and Significance of the Meed-Theme.''
Herc the author presents the paradox of
"freely ye have .received, freely give" and
is worthy of his hire.'' Yunck
shows clearly how much in the way of venal
attitudes and condua a.me u a direa result
of the church's involvement with feudalism
and how the church's effort to rid itself of
the combination brought in its wake the
central bureauaacy
a and
prodigio111 ux
The fishers of men had become
the fishers of florins. It is understandable
that the imperial satirists took up Juvenal's
family,
ancient cry: Om,ri11 Rom1111 """ t,rolio.
perance,
The Yundt work is hi&hlY
recommended
for a proper understanding of the paradoz
confronting the church right up to the time
of the Reformation, for its objeaive treatment of the venality-theme writings, for a
sharply outlined word-picture of the cultwal
milieu. There is an ezcellentindex.
bibliography
and good
PHILIP J. SODOBDD
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ME'IHODISJ\f AND SOCIErY IN HISTORICAL PBRSPBcrWB. By :Richard
M. Cameron. New York: Abingdon PRIS,
1961. 349 pases. Cloth.

s,.oo.

ME'IHODISJ\f AND SOCIEI'Y IN THB
TWBNTIEI'H CBNTURY. By Walter
G. Muclder. New York: Abingdon Press.
1961. 446 pages. Cloth. $6.50.
The four-volume project known u MESTA
(The Methodist Church in Social Thought
and Aaion) is properly based on a solid
study of Methodism's past. Cameron, professor of church history at Boston University,
in seven well-organized chapters traces the
interaaion of Methodism with its political
and cultural environments from the days of
W csley to the adoption of the Social Creed
in 1908. The dominant problem in Methodism in the 19th century was slavery; the
frontier and the development of a technolosical and urban civilization presented othet
problems. The liquor traffic was still another major concern. In the 20th century
some of these questions remained major concerns. The social gospel and the Social Creed
rightly occupy the opening chapten of
Muelder's work. The problems arising out
of the two world wars in the 20th century
could not be sidestepped. Muelder's book
is not u strictly chronological u is Cameron's. His second part therefore deals with
the itineracy, the educational system, and the
boards and agencies of the Methodist Church.
In the third part Muclder deals with the
major areas of Methodist concern and action:
human rights
liberties,
and marriage
and the
race relations, prohibition and temindustrial order and the labor
the
question, qriculture, the state, commwiism,
and world war. Finally he alb aboat iaaa
for the future..
Both works are grounded
solid in
historial investiptions. They ha-.e ample docu(Volumes
indaa
mentation and are adequate. Their
Ill, rniewed in mil
journal in XXXIIl [1962), 2,1, and IV
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[not here reviewed] deal respectively with resurrection of our Lord? To our own? The
1tf,1bOllism 1111tl Soei,11: Tb,ologiul P•st,•c- author has much to say about them and
1i11.s and with Af•lbotlism •"tl Soci•t1: others. He has made a careful study- origGttirl•lines Ior St,1111111.)
inally a doctoral dissertation - of the terms
and "body" as they occur in ScripWhile the first two volumes of this series "Jlesh"theological
make it plain that
concerns were ture and in past and present theological
not the major concerns of Methodism in the literature.
19th and 20th centuries. they help us underAs a Calvinist the author does not operate
stand both the Methodist Church and the with the g• nus maicst11tic11m of Lutheran
19th and 20th centuries in the United States theology. This at times puts him at odds
much better. American historians have with Lutheran exegetes, for instance, with relargely neglected the religious factors in gard to the interpretlltion of John 20:19
American history. Non-Methodists are apt (p.141). But he cautions the reader with
to overlook the fact that the Methodists were the words of Alan Richardson, who said:
a tremendously powerful force on the frontier "Despite (or rather, because of) the adand in the transition to a technological so- vances of modern physical science, we now
ciery. William Warren Sweet found their know that we know so little about the proprole in the slavery question a major one. erties of bodies th:it we must not dogmatize
The role of Methodism in the Prohibition about what the body of the Lord could or
crusade ought not to be underestimated. Io could not have done" (p. 144). We might
pining a better understanding of the 19th add: Or could h:ive done, and is now able
and 20th centuries in American history non- to do, as the body of the Son of man and the
Methodists may gain a better understanding Son of God.
Lnw1s W. SPITZ
of the social and economic milieu in which
churches
set.
were
This will hold DEATH OP A MYTH. By Kyle Haselden.
their own
New York, N. Y.: Friendship Press, 1964.
true particularly of Lutherans, even though
they were culturally isolated to a large extent.
175 pages. Paper. $1.75.
The Negro has taken the spotlight so comCARL S. MEYER.
pletely th:ir other minority groups are perTHB NATURB OP THB RBSURRBCI'ION
h:ips
not getting their fair share of attention
BODY. By J. A. Schep. Grand Rapids, from church people. Haselden, m:ioaging
Mich.: Wm. B. Eerdmaos Publishins editor of the Cbris1i11,. Ccn111,,, gave the
Company, c. 1964. 252 pages. Cloth. Negro racial crisis a perceptive treatment
S4.95.
in Tb, Rllcutl Probl•m in Cbris1i11n p.,.
"U a man die, shall be live again?" (Job sfJIICli"•· Now be proceeds to lift out for
14:14). "How are the dead raised up? and special study another loog-oeglecred group,
Americans.
the Spanish
with what body do they come?"
( 1 Cor.
'The five and a half million Spanish
15:35). "Flesh and blood caooot inherit
the kin&dom of God" (v. 50). "[The Lord Americans in the United Stares constitute
Jems Christ] shall change our vile body that nor only the ethnic group with the largest
it may be fashioned like unto His glorious number of unchurched people but also an
body" (Phil 3:21 ). Sometimes the chwch ethnic group with a staggeringly high perconfesses belief in ''the resurrection of the centage of unchwched people. The cbal!ab" and again in "the resurrection of the leo&e ii plain." (Pp. 103, 104)
body.• Are "!ab" and "body" synooymom?
It makes emtiq reaclins as Haselden
How do these various CODCUDI .reJaCle to the blasts to bia the myth that the Spanish
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American is naturally receptive only to
Roman Catholicism. He then points out in
detail what the other churches are, in a small
way, already doing and what they should be
doing. He concludes with a winning promise
of the rich contributions that Spanish Americans can make to the life of the churches in
North America.
This book should be required reading for
pastors and people wherever there are students, migrant laborers, or city dwellers from
Latin America.
\'(l'JLLJAM J. DANKER

PROCLAIMING THB NB1~ TBSTAMBNT:
THI! BPISTLBS TO THB PHIUPPIANS,
COLOSSIANS, AND PHILBMON. By
Paul S. Rees. Grand Rapids, Mich.: Baker
Book House, 1964. 143 pages. Cloth.
$2.9S.
Although it is doubtful whether all the
etymological associations suggested by the
writer were present in the minds of the original authors, bis alertness to practical concerns has enabled him to provide a helpful
aid to sermonizing. Some acquaintance with
Lohmeyer's perceptive analyses of Paul's
epistles to the Philippians, the Colossians,
and Philemon would have enriched the theological statement. Against the considered
views of expert exegetes Rees interprets Col.
2:12 in a "nonceremonial sense." Special
pleading of this sort lays open to suspicion
the integrity of other portions of the exposition.
FREDERICK w. DANKER
THBOLOGY A.ND PA.STORA.I. COUNSBUNG. By Edward E. Thornton.
Eoalewood Cliffs, N. J.: Prentice-Hall,
1964. 144 pages. Cloth. $2.9S.
This is yet another volume in the S16'e1m/11l Pa1orttl Co11ns•ling Smu. Like the
other volumes, this book is brief, and is
meant to serve u an immediate reference
for the parish pastor.
This particular book is the most theoretical study in the series, but at the same time
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probably the most important. It seu down
the basic considerations in making counseling really 1H1sto,11l counseling. The author
writes from a more conservative theological
position than that exhibited in most of the
other books on the theology of counseling,
yet it is very conscious of the contributions
secular therapies can make. Pastors will appreciate thinking through theological aspeas
of counseling with this author.
KENNEm H. BRElMBIBll

GROUP COUNSEUNG. By Joseph W.
Knowles. Englewood Cliffs, N. J.: Prentice-Hall, 1964. 144 pages. Cloth. $2.9S.
This book, one of the series of over a
dozen brief volumes in the S11eeess/11l Pa10,11l Co11nsaling Snies edited by Russell L
Dicks, is a useful addition to the library of
pastoral counseling books. Not much has
been written on group counseling specifically
for the pastor; yet this largely untried ministry bas a great potential. This volume
presents the arguments for group counseling
in the church and introduces the basic principles. The case material helps make the
book interesting reading. Naturally pastors
who wish to do intensive group counseling
will need training beyond what this book
offers; but if the author merely arouses
interest in this field, he will have accomplished a worthwhile objective.
KBNNIITH H. BRBIMBIER
DRAMA A.ND IMA.GBRY IN BNGUSH
MBDIBVA.l. CHURCHBS. By M. D. Anderson. New York: Cambridge University
Press, 1964. 248 pages. Cloth. $8.50.
The basic contention of Anderson's fascinating book is that much of the iconography
and art of the early British churches was
derived from the dramatic ritual and imagery
introduced to educate an illiterate public.
Throush a detailed analysis of this medieval
imagery the author attempa to gain a deeper
appreciation of the lost dramas and plays
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performed in the British churches of the author is a professor of philosophy at
period. While he fmnkly admits that he is Grenoble, Pmnce. Ben Rose of Union Semiaddressing his book 10 the unspecialized nary,
thereRichmond, provides a preface. Philireader and that
are frequent conjec- bert proceeds from the premise that preaching
tures which depend upon evidence which is to all the people and that the address 10
could be interpreted several ways, his work the disciples is properly termed reaching. He
is a major contribution 10 the scholar's feels that the Sunday sermon in the Chrisknowledge of the field. The loss of play ti:in congregation makes preaching "immobooks with the dissolution of the guilds and bile" and allows the adult membership to
the destruetion of texts as well as iconography stngnate mther than to move back out into
during the Reformation are factors contrib- the world with the preaching. While the
uting to our dearth of knowledge concerning Biblical data on which the primary definithe contents, cha.meter, smsing, and use of tions rest are subject to restudy, the basic
many of the plays in question. The influence thrust of the paper, that Christians are to
of drama upon art was reciprocal; the audi- move into their world with the message, apence recognized the characters impersonated pears most useful The dynamic of the
because it had seen them portmyed in the Word of the atonement in the "movement"
111D1e
in the windows and wall paintings needs supplementing.
of the church, while the carver of a panel
RICHARD R. CAilMMllRBR
may have reproduced the tableau he had seen
in the church drama or the pageant cart. THP. PRP.ACHING OP THB GOSPBL (LI,
{Jroclamalion tlt1 l' B11a11.gilt1). By Karl
Prom the beginning the dramatic elements
Barth, tmnslated by B. B. Hooke. Philawere linked with the liturgy, and the dramadelphia: The Westminster Press, 1963.
tized materials revolved around the pericopes.
82 pages and appended sermon. Ooth.
The 12th-century presencations fostered the
$2.50.
typological approach, Balaam's journey, for
example, being a type of that of the Magi.
the 12th-century
This small
book was first published in
Beginning with
Cont:ortli• French in 1961 on the basis of notes taken
Rt1gNLtris of Bishop Ethelbert, the first record by students when Karl Barth was a very
of a liturgical trope in England, Anderson young teacher. It operates with 11 theology
trla!S the major features of the development
of preaching that is basically affirmation of
of medieval drama
those
conscant
in new
Britain
dimensions
with
revealedScripture, stressing the use of the Biblical
10
text, the careful writing out and presenting
through the contributions of various art of an exact shape of utterance, and the bringforms. Appended 10 the work is a fine selec- ing 10gether for the hearer of the exposition
tion of plates and cables illustrating the of Biblical truth and application 10 his need.
contentions of the author.
Although Barth aw the material before it
was published and felt that nothing needed
NOBMAN C. HABBL
retraetion, the fact remains that the massive
CHRIST'S PREACHING - AND OURS. accent on the Word of God, apparent in
By Michel Philibert, tranSlatcd from the Kirt:hlubt1 Dogmt11il,, Vol 1/1, u revised in
French by David Lewis. Richmond, VL: 1944 and subsequently, is not the impulse in
John Knox Press, 1964. 47 pqes and the small book, which ii
a brief
DOb!L Paper. $1.00.
on the importance and
technique
of preachThis pamphlet is in a series which pro- ing 10 a Biblical text.
p0ICI 10 help the church in ia minion. The
RICHAJU> R. CAmo«IIRBll
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GRBBK MYTHS AND CHRISTIAN .i\1YSTBRY. By Husa Rabner. New York:
Harper and Row, 1963. nii and 390
pages. Cloth. $10.00.

AlthoUBh this book consists of individual
lectures and studies, the unifying theme of
the Christian adaptation of Greek mythology
in the expression of the church's inheritance
of truth is clearly evident throlJ8hout. Rabner
synchronizes his approach to the study of
pagan cult in its relation to Christianity with
his Roman Catholic viewpoint that the
church unfolds tradition rather than markedly
revises her tradition in accommodation to
cultural influences. The excesses of the history-of-religions school are justly criticized,
but recent developments in the study of
Biblical theology in Roman Catholic circles
would suggest that the Roman Church has.,
contrary to Rahner's uncritical sra.tement, not
always retained "the essential form that
Christ has imparted to her" (p. 98). Moreover, a distinction must be ma.de between
what "could be interpreted in a purely Christian and even edifying sense" (p. 107) and
what could in fact be a distortion of primitive Christianity. This distortion factor is
entirely overlooked by the writer, especially
in the matter of the relation of the Great
Mother coitus to interpretation of the role
of the Virgin Mary. Apart from the unexamined dogmatic presuppositions that vitiate
some of the scientific objectivity of this work,
the exposition of patristic communication of
Biblical truth in terms of contemporary
pagan cultic expression invites unstiated appreciation. The last tw0 essays deal with
"Holy Homer," and include discussions of
the meaning of the willow branch in Homer
(Otl,ss-, 10:510) and Odysseus at the mast
(Ibul, Bk. 12). With great erudition Rabner
documents bis thesis that Christianity enshrines in its "mysteries" the only lastiag
antidote to a sterile intellectualism that spells
the death of true humanism.
PUDmuat W. DANJODl
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CHURCH HISTORY. By Karl Bihlmeyer
and Herman Tiichle. Trans. from the 13th
German edition by Victor E. Mills and
Francis J. Muller. Vol. II: Th• Midill.
11.g•s. Westminster, Md.: The Newman
Press, 1963. xvi and 535 pages. Cloth.
$9.50.
The Bihlmeyer-Tiichle Cht1reh Histor, is
a model of organization for a comprehensive
textbook-reference work. It has ample bibliographies for virtually all of the topics it
treats. It is detailed enough to provide an
excellent starting place for almost any facet
of the history of the church one wishes to
investigate. This reviewer could cite hundreds of passages in which the authors are
most careful to give an accurate account;
good examples are the accounts of the
Renaissance popes. But be could also cite
p::i.ss::i.ges in which the Roman Catholic bias
of the authors is evident. Ia a work of this
size, even when it has reached 13 editions,
there will be errors of interpretation. To
ascribe the Peasants' Revolt in 1381 in
England to the preaching of the Lollards
(p. 437) is not speaking in accord with all
of the facts. To omit the name of the decree
Sderos11neld (p. 393), although describing it,
and to list by name each of the tl11e-r,111 of
union with the Oriental churches (p. 401)
evidences the historian's preroptive of exercising selectivity. A reviewer may differ with
the selections. However, here is a work that
will help supply much usable information
about the church in the Middle Ages in a
fashion that ii excellently arranged.
CARL

S. MBYllll

BNGLA.ND IN THB AGB OP WYCUPPB,
1368-1'20. By George Macaulay Trevelyoa. New York: Harper & Row, 1963.
xvi and 380 pases. Paper. $1.95,

Trevelyon'1 classic work wu 6nt issued
in 1899. After 65 years it still ii an essential work for the student of the Late Middle
Ages in Bnaland. Seven of the Dine chaptm
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concentrate on the period from 1368 to
138S, the period during which Wyclyf (d.
1384) wu active. Two of these cb:ipters
have the heading "Relision." The eighth and
ninth chapters tell of the Lollards from 1382
to 1S20. Recent research has shown that
Lollardy persisted in England even after
1S20 and that its strength in the early 16th
century should not be minimized.
CARL S. MEYBR

temporary accounts. Villehardouin tells about
the conquest of Constantinople ( 1204) •
often called the Fourth Crusade. He brings
a closeup of the weaknesses among the
\Vestern Christians which made them turn
against the capital city of the Orthodox
Church.
The saint of the last crusade, Louis IX
of France (d. 1270), is the topic of the
biography by the seneschal of France, who
for all the admiration which he had for his
king recognized his failinss. It is one of
rhe most "human" documents to come out of
the Middle Ages.
The delightful contemporary English
translations of both works by Margaret R. B.
Shaw will make good recreational reading
for any pastor.
CARL S. MBYBR

REMIGII AUTISSIODORl!.NSIS COJ\fMENTUM IN MARTIANUAf CAPEC.LAM: BOOKS I AND II. Edited by Cora
E. Lutz. Leiden: E. J. Brill. 1963. x and
219 pages. Ooth. 30 Dutch guilders.
Remigius of Auxerre (c.. 842--c. 908) is
a key figure in the history of culture, a preeminent teacher and scholar. At both Rheims
and Paris he promoted the seven liberal arts. AMBRICAN CHRISTitlNITY: A11 HistoriAmong his writings are 7 commentaries,
dogma, cal I111crprelatio" Rcpr
with
cso,11a1it10
11 works on grammar,
S treatises on
Dot:Nmenls. Vol. 11: 1820- 1960. By H.
and 12 commentaries on literal works (e.g.,
Shelton Smith, Robert T. Handy, and Lefferts commentary
A. Loetscher. New York: Charles
Boethius, Prudentius, Virgil. Juvenal, Horace,
on Martianus
Terence). The
Scribner's Sons, 1963. xv and 634 pages.
Capella's D• t111pliis Philologui• •I M,re11rii
Cloth. $10.00.
presents studies in vocabulary, an eztended
A variety of movements in the history of
consideration of Greek mythology, and an Christianity in America are documented by
ezposition of the seven liberal arts, the hand- relatively Ions documents in the second volmaidens of Meicwy'a bride. The teXt of only ume edited by Smith of Duke, Handy of
the first two books is given by Cora Lutz; Union, and Loetscher of Princeton. Revivalthe seven books of lecture nores will con- ism, Confessionalism, Landmarkism, Transtitute a second volume.
editorial
The
work scendentalism, Modernism, Social Chriswhich went into the production of the tat tianity and Ecumenicalism are among these
is of the hiabeat scholarly caliber and a valu- movements. An ezcerpt from Krauth on
able contribution for the study of learning Confessionalism (pp. 102-l0S). John Pritz
and letters in the Middle Ages.
on Lutheranism's distinctiveness from Fundamentalism (pp. 3Sl-3S4). and Pry of
CARL S. MBYIDl
the Lutheran Church in America on unity
]OINVIUB AND VIUBHARDOUIN: (pp. S93-S99) are the Lutheran documents
CHRONIC'LBS OP THB CRUSADBS. in this work. The broad scope of the work
TraDL by M.. R. B. Shaw. Baltimore; Pen- preclude others although an ezcerpt from
guin Boob. 1963. 366 pages. Paper. Walther's Lat, ntl Gost,•l might have been
$1.2S.
included. There are only 87 documents in
The fucinatlon of the Cruades is in- 610 pages. and some of those pages had to
aeued when one reads about them in con- be taken up with introductions and bibliog-
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raphies. The documents are long enough to
be meaningful. Here is an opportunity to
read source materials about Christianity in
our country's past.
CARL S. MBYER

PATIH AND ORDER FINDINGS. Edited
by Paul S. Minear. Minneapolis: Augsburg Publishing House, 1963. 223 pages.
Cloth. $4.50.
The reports in this book are to serve u
significant guidelines for closer unity among
Christian churches throughout the world.
Some 80 theologians from various parts of
the world, representing many religious
groups, served under four theological commissions headed by leading theological
spokesmen of their respective churches. The
commissions were set up by the Faith and
Order Dep:mment of the World Council
of Churches and reported to the Fourth
\Vorld Conference on Faith and Order at
Montreal, Canada, in July 1963.
The book includes the Roporl on Ch,isl
and Iha Ch11,ch, the Repo,1 on Tradition •ntl
Tratlitiom,
the R11po,1 011 1'(/orship, and the
Repo,1 011 Ins1i1u1ionalism. The contents are
too varied and extensive for a brief review.
The book must be 11,11li11tl in its entirety.
A careful examination and analysis will reward the reader with a better understanding
of the theological problems that face the
churches in their desire to draw closer to
each other.
LBWJS W. SPITZ
PASTORAL PRI!ACHING. By Charles P.
Kemp. St. Louis: Bethany Press. c. 1963.
252 pages. Ooth. $4.00.
This is a sequel to an earlier volume, Lil•
Sulllllio• Prt111chi•g. Only a small part of
this work deals with the theory of pastaral
preaching. The majority of the lines are
devoted to sermons of outstanding parish
preachers and eq,em in pastoral care.
Awareness of the complexity and scope of
human needs is imperative for edifying
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preaching, and this analytical teehnique is
ably demonstrated in the 18 sermons listed.
Although the pulse of Gospel proclamation
is sometimes weak, the book will be useful
to preachers and theological students who
today should have a genuine concern for
careful pastoral preachiog.
LESTBB. E. ZBITLBll

Sl!Ll!CTI!D SERMON OUTUNBS. By
Charles 0. Strong. Grand Rapids, Mich.:
Zondervan Publishing House, c. 1963.
120 pages. Ooth. $2.50.
The 100 or so sermon outlines in this
book are no substitute for careful sermon
preparation, but the volume does offer some
good ideas for outlining selected Biblical
texts. The outlines come from various
sources, are simple and unified in construction, and will not euily be forgotten by
either preacher or hearer. The study of these
outlines will be of special help for young
preachers and preachers-to-be who have not
yet acquired the feel and skill of good se.rmon outlining. Strong is profcssor of homiletics at Central Baptist College, Conway,
Ark. This accounts for the theological slant
of some of the outlines
LBSTEll E ZBITLBB.
GOD'S STEWARDS. By Helge Brattgird.
Translated by Gene J. Lund. Minneapolis:
Augsburg Publishing House, 1963. 248
pages. Cloth. $4.50.
The Lutheran World Federation's Commission on Stewardship and Coogreptioml
Life commissioned the author to present a
theological study of the principles and practices of stewardship. He states the task of
Christian mwardship. explores the idea in
the Scriptures quite thoroughly, and gives
a systematic presentation of stewardship on
the buis of the three articles of the creecl.
One may note that the material is built 110
a large c:ztent OD the stewardship thcoloBJ of
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THB NATURE OP PROTESTANTISM
(DAS WBSBN DBS BVANGBLISCHBN
CHRISTBNTUMS). By Karl Heim, ttan1·
lated by John Schmidt. Philadelphia:
Fortress Press, 1963. ix •nd 164 pages.
Paper. $1.75.
Heim (1874-1958) wrote his tract in
1929. In 1935 Edgar P. Dickie published
a transla.tion in Engla.nd under the tide
it never came out in this
Spiril 1111tl
HAllRY G. COINER
country, and the remnant was destroyed in
THB NBW BVANGEUCAUSM. By Ron- World War II so that it has generally been
ald H. Nash. Grand Rapids, Mich.: 7.on• unaccessible. Schmidt's translation makes exderva.n Publishins House, c. 1963. 188 tensive use of Dickie.
pases. Cloth. $3.95.
As a distinguished European theologian's
This lively, colightening, and fur from individual apology for the "Protestant moveunaitical insider's study pretends to be ment," this book deserves attention. This is
more than a presentation of "only true in spite of the oversimplifications that
a fH,rlMl piaure of some of the trends in can be attributed to space limitations, in
on• of several movements within contempo- spire of the occasional dubious interpretations
ruy Christian orthodoxy" (p. 173). "Con- of the hisrorical data, and in spire of the fact
temporary Christian orthodoxy" is the con- that it is written from 11 strongly German
servative continuum. in American Reformed point of view and in response to a historical
Procestantism.
(Possibly "discontinuum" situation that is part of the past (and that
would be more accurate, in view of the no invocation of t,lt1s f4 chllng• Ill plnlol I•
fissiparious "spirit of independence and cen- ,1181ne chose by the translator can alter). Besoriousness that presently plagues conserva- yond thar, however, 11 Luther.an finds himself
tive Christianity" [p. 88].) ''The New disturbed throughout by the easy identificaEvangelicalism" of the title is the trend tion of Lutheranism with a somewhat spiritrepresented by Edward John Carnell, Carl ualistic, antiecclcsiastical, antisacramental, and
P. H. Henry, Bernard Ramm, Gordon Clark, anticlerical "Prorestantism." Again, while he
and Harold John Ockenp. Nash deliberately does not idenrify the teaching of his church
refuses to cry to relate the new evangeli- with the teaching of Luther, a Lutheran's
calism to any "sesment of orthodoxy" other commitment to the Lutheran Symbols will
than fundamentalism, or to relate his subject keep him from endorsing such assertions as:
to clispcosationalism (althousb he rep.rds "[Luther] went astray with the dangerous
fundamentalism and dispensationalism u
assertion that
also do truly relargely coexten1ive movements), or to de- ceive in these elements [of the Holy Comlineate the attitude of the new evaoselicalism munion] Christ's body and blood, even
IOWard ldem:e. He does cliscuss the rela- thous& to their condemnation. • • • If we
tion of evaoselicalism to fundamentalism would remain true to Protestant principles,
( "a,ntemporary evanselicals
seeking
to we
of the
must are
correct
Luther's
doctrine
remm to what fund•meotalism was in the lord's Supper" (pp.145, 146). Luther himbe&ioaina." p. 32), to the Bible, to the self had a presaiption for an individual who
chun:b, to apologetics, and toward iu con- makes this kind of statement: VIIUI llll
leffative Reformed P.r:otelWlt critics.
Cit11lumos [''Let him So to the Zwinglians"].
.M.THtm CABL PIBPJWBN
.M.THUB. CAaL PIBPltOUf

T. A. Kantonco and that extensive references
are made to the book Stewtml-ship in ConeditedTlnoloz,,
temporny
by T. K. Thomp•
son. These and other well-chosen resources
give the study sucogth.
&tensive footnotes and a very wealthy
bibliography add to the usefulness of the
srudy. Pastors and directors of stewardship
education will find this book a basic tool.
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Alhn4si#1: VnntdJ 11i11n l11lff'llr•lt11io11.
By Dietrich RitsehL Zurich: EVZ-Verlag,
1964. 74 paseL Paper. Sw. Fr. 7.60.
Ritschl deplores the fact that for Western
Christianity St. Athanasius has too long stood
in the 1hadow of St. Augustine. He argues
that Sr. Athanasius has peculiar importance
for the contemporary church in both ecumenical and Christological termL He notes
the new impcrus toward a better understanding of St. Athanasius which the recent studies
of Sellen, Turner, Gilg, Schneemelchcr,
Grillmeier, Rabner, Florovsky, Bouyer, and
Pelikan have supported. His own position
emerges in approximately these terms: St.
Athaaasius did not acquire his central
Christological theses in the Arian controversy; it was not his soteriology that forced
him to emphasize the consubstantiality of
the Word with the Father; he sees salvation
not as II Platonic-gnostic apotheosis but as
p:uticip:ation in the Sonship of the Incarnate
Word, who lives for the Father in everything
that He docs in the incarnation as the mediatorial Substitute of humanity; by regarding
the miracles of our Lord u marks of His
deity and His death as evidence of His humanity, St. Athanasius shows that he did not
take seriously enough the fact that in Jesus
Christ God put Himself in the hands of
men.
Tho &el:1ro#tltl of lhe Ntn11 ToslMHnl
"""
St•tli11s ;,. Ho11o#r of
lls Bsehlltoloi,:
Chll,/111 H11roltl Dotltl. Edited by W. D.
Davies and D. Daube. New York (Cambridge): Cambridge University Press, porary
196'1.
xviii, 555 pageL Cloth. $11.50. This is the
famous Dodd Peslsehri/1 which came out in
1954 and bu been out of print ever since
1956. The decision of the Syadia of the
Cambridge University Press to reissue it will
be hailed no lea by systematiciam than by
New Testament scholars and theological librariaDL While Dodd's two concerns, the
background of the New Testament and eschatology, are both Biblically oriented, the former bu hishlY 1ignific:aa" implications for
theological prolegomena and for the doctrine of Holy Scripture,a and the latter is

systematic area that is very much under discussion precisely because of the contributions
of modern Biblical theology. The contributors, it will be remembered, arc a stellar
roster and include among others Kenneth
Clark, Riescnfeld, Frederick Grant, Schocps,
Albright, Manson, Gunther, Bornkamm,
Fcuillet, StauHer, Cadbury, Goguel, Barrett,
Selwyn, Bultmann, Cullmana, Dahl, Hering,
Moule, Schweizer, and Amos Wilder.
&sic lnt,od•aio• 10 the N""' T11sl111"nl.
By John R. W. Stott. Grand Rapids, Mich.:
Wm. B. Eerdmans Publishing Co,. 1964.
179 pageL Paper. $1.45.
with II M•s1111• was the title of this work when it first
came out in England in 1954. The eight
chapters discuss the messages of Jesus, Luke,
Paul, Hebrews, James, John, Peter, and the
Revelation.
Bib/a K,,, Wo,tls f,o,n. Gnhntl Ki1111l's
Th11olo1iseh11s W6,1erb11eh n,,n.
T11s111mo111. Vol. IV: Lttw, by Hermann Kleinknecht and Walter Gutbrod; W',r111h, by
Hermann Kleinknecht, Johannes Fichtner,
Gustav Stliblin, Otto Proksch, Osbr Grether,
11ad Erik Sjoberg; translated
edited
and
by
Dorothea M. Barton and P. R. Ackroyd. New
York: Harper aod Row, 1964. xii, 158,
xii, 148 pageL Ooth. $4.50. This volume
of Bible key words, although destined ultimatelycompleter
to be superseded by the
English translation of Kittel-Friedrich edited
by Bromilcy, makes available ia English the
immensely important articles oa •omos and
Both arc intensely relevant
coar.emto
theological discussion
both within
aod outside the Lutheran Church and deserve careful study •
Botl,, Mnul m D11t11h. Edited by Antony
Plew. New York: The M'•cmill•a Company,
1964. xi, 306 pages. Paper. $1.95. This
reader levia OD Hippocratel, Plato, Aristotle,
Polybius, and Luaetius along with Tertulliaa, St. Augustine, and
Thomas Aquinu
u well u Hobbes. Descarta, Spinoza, I.eibniz, Locke, Butler, Hume, T. H. Huzley,
James, and Bradley and such coat.emporaria
u Doasse, Lord Adrian, Viscount Samuel,
Ayer, Ryle, Geach, Hick. Place, and Pwnam

Af••
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for answers to the question "What is con- 192 pages. Paper. $1.50. Cairns, a Unisciousness?" The 28-page general introduc- versity of Nebraska Ph. D. in history and
tion and the special commentaries on indi- chairman of the department of history and
viduals draw extensively on the editor's 1963 political science at Wheaton College, traees
Gavid David Young lectures ''The Presup- rhe course of American Christianity rhroush
positions of Immortality." A reading of this three srages: the colonial era from 1607 to
volume will be of use not only to rhe phi- 1775, the century of ecclesiastical nationallosopher and the psychologist, bur also to ism that followed, and the era of transition
the theologian who is genuinely concerned from schism and idealism ro absolutism and
about trying
determine
to
how much of our ccumenicalism that began in 1877. While
teaehing about man's composition and about so broad a scope and so small a compass inwhat happens at death is based upon authen- volve serious limitations for a historian,
tic revelation and how much is dubious b:ig- Cairns's personal locus within the conservapge that we have inherited from outmoded
tive evangelical segment of American Protphilosophic speculation.
estuntism enables him to contribute useful
Chris, or A1.11ry? By Roland H. Seboldt. insights on the self-understanding of this
Sr. Louis: Concordia Publishing House, tradition.
1963. 60 pases. Paper. 50 cents. The Book
A Compend of tho lnsti111111
s of tho ChrisEditor of Concordia Publishing House pre- ,;,,,. Raligion b1 John Cttl11i11. Edited by
sents an extensively documented Lutheran Hugh T. Kerr. Philadelphia: The Westreaction to current Roman Catholic Marian minster Press, 1964. viii, 228 pages. Paper.
trends. He is encouraged by "some strains $1.85. This is a paperback reissue of a sumof evangelical theology within the Roman mary of James Allen's version of the 1559
church" (p. 57), but discouraged by the edition of the lt1slil11tio that students have
growing interest in the "advanced view" of appreciated ever since Kerr first published
Mariological Scholarship that stresses the it in 1939. By eliminating C:ilvin's anticooperation of the B. V. M. in human re- Roman Catholic polemics and a mass of mademption, by popular Roman Catholic Ma- terial "chiefly of interest to Calvin specialrian devotion, by the Marian papal dogmas ists," Kerr has succeeded in reducing his
and encyclicals of the past century, and by compend to a mere tenth of the original
the trend of theological scudies in the direc- work. For the reader who desires a handy
tion of a definition of the Mother of God guide to Calvin's sometimes involved system,
u Co-redempuix.
Kerr's work will be most helpful.
Confim1111ion •ml th• Unil11tl Cb11reh CNrCbris1itmi11 -tl th• Socittl Crisis. By
Walter Rauschenbusch, edited by Robert D. rie11l11m: A R11soll1'e11 Boo/, on th• Pt'tlf1t1rt1Cross. New York: Harper and
1ion Row, 1964.
of Y 0111h for Confirmt1lion 11ntl Ch11reh
429 pages. Paper. $2.25. When this dra- A1.nnb11rsbip. By Gale Tymeson.
:e.
Boston:
matic and violent tract came out in 1907,United
Church Press, 1963. 48 pages. Paper.
its instant mccess marked it u a response, $1.00. The presence of the Evangelical and
in editor Cross's words, "to a central di- Reformed Church in the United Church of
lemma that had developed
American
in
cul- Christ has tended to strea confirmation in
tural and intellec:tual life" ( p. viii). In the that denomination u a "formal church rite
pmpectlve of tw0 generations itttansient
is euier to marking [a] life commitment on the part of
criminate between
the
and the persons baptized in chilclhoocl" (p.10) and
more permanently valid elements in this u a preparation for first Communion. Tymeepochal work. Cross's 13-page introduction son takes cognizance of the varying policies
to this paperback edition is genuinely help- in the United Church on the limitation of
ful.
communicant status to confirmed members.
c ~ .. ,,,. Ufffl.tl Sllll•s. By Earle He urges confirmation instruction "for deE. Cairns. Ow:qo: Moody Press, 1964. cision" and sees u a minimum qe for con-
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firmation the end of the ninth grade. He
DOtel that the United Church's Yo11II, Mm"'" Af,m11lll "favors a two-year course [of
confirmation instruction} in the middle high
years" ( p. 19). In general, the concern of
this attractively illustrated booklet is more
methodologica.1 than thcologica.1.
D1111id. Br11inord.: Beloved. Y 11nl:ee. By David Wynbeek. Second edition. Grand Rapids, Mich.: Wm. B. Eerdmans Publishing
Company, 1964. 256 pages. Paper. $2.2S.
A paperback reissue of the 1961 hard-cover
edition reviewed in this journal, Vol. XXXIV
(1963), 121.
Dosloevsl:1 (Dostoiewsl:i). By Eduard
Thurneysen, translated by Keith R. Crim.
Richmond, Va.: John Knox Press, 1964.
84 pages. Paper. $1.S0. This book hu
waited for 23 yea.rs to be ua.nslated. In it
Thurneysen discusses his Dostoevsky's doctrine of man; his men and women; his perspective; lva.n Karamazov, the Grand Inquisitor, and the devil; and the knowledge
of God in Dostoevsky. "Dostoevsky's thinking has two poles," he concludes. "Life as it
is, the world as it goes on its way, is one,
and the beyond, 'resurrection,' eternity, is the
other. Herc is man, there God. Dostoevsky's
toaal knowledge consists in the strict aidcal
relationship of these two moments to one
another, u he portrayed it. . . . He is ,sol
a aint, ,sol an ascetic; he is not a noble soul
but a demonic one. • • • Even he himself,
on the basis of the paradoxical knowledse
of man's situation between heaven and earth,
is to be justified only from the viewpoint of
God.." (Pp. 82, 83) result
Dr. Tom Doole,, M1 Star,. By Thomas
A. Dooley. Revised edition. New York:
The American Library of World Literature,
1964. 128 pages, plus 16 pases of plata.
Paper. SO cents. The late Dr. Dooley- he
died of cancer at 34, readen will Ra.llchronicled his experiences u Navy doctor
in Vietnam, u a jungle IW'geon in laos, and
u the founder of MEDICO in three lambent
best-selling boob, DeliHr Us fro. Bflil,
The BJ1e of Tomorro111, and The Ni1h1
The, B,,,,,_ the Mo..,.;,,. All three are
abridged into one in this slender paperback

123

omnibus. Here is an evenins of pulse-ltirring and thoroushly uosettlins readins!
Bss111s on the Heitlelber1 Ct,teehism. By
Bard Thompson, Hendrikw Berkhof, Eduard
Schweizer, and Howard G. Hageman. Philadelphia: United Church Press, 1963. 192
pages. Paper. $3.S0. As part of the celebration of the quadricentennial of the Heidelberg Catechism in 1963 the four Reformed
theologians named - two American, one
Dutch, one Swiss-delivered these addresses
at Lancaster Theological Seminary. Thompson discusses the hiscorical background of
the Heidelberg Cateehism, the Reformed
Church in the Palatinate, and the Heidelberg
Catechism and the Mercersburg Theolo&Y of
Schaff and Nevin. Berkhof discusses the
Heidelberg Catechism in its hiscorical context and u an expression of the Reformed
faith. Schweizer'■ provocative lectures state
the problem of "Saipture and tradition"
and propose an answer. Hageman canvuses
the role of the Heidelberg Catechism in
Christian nurture. The overall purpose of
the lectures, in the words of Lancaster Seminary President Robert V. Moss, Jr.. is to
"make a significant contribution from the
Reformed perspective to the continnins discussion of the nature of tradition in the life
of the church" (p. S ). Of special hiscorical
interest is Berkhors insistence that the
asaiption of the Heidelberg Catechism to
Zachariah Uninus and Caspar Olevianus,
traditional since
Alting'a Hislori• e~
elesuulit:11 p"'41;,,., is wrons and that
Gooszen's Catechism
view that "the
is the
of a broad cooperation" (p. 80) is
correct.
B11M11eliul Theolon: if• l•lroJ11mo,,
(Bm/iih,,,.g ;. J.i. nn1elisehe Theola,-).
By Karl Buth; aamlated by Grover Poley.
Garden City, N. Y.: Doubleday and Company, 1964. m, 184 pases. Paper. Sl.25.
Buth reprds this u a "swan ~ in which
he gives an aa:ount of what he bu buically
thousht. learned. and represencm and oilers
to the youqer generation of today "an alternative to the flli,cophilosophieolheolop,
-the mmme of philosophy and tbeol0&1-which, at presem. ICCIDI to make mc:h
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a tremendous impression upon many III the
newest thing under the sun." Tbe first five
chapters reproduce the lectures which he
delivered at the University of Chicago Divinity School and at Princeton Theological
Seminary. After an introductory "commencuy," Barth discusses "the place of theology"
(the Word, the witnesses, the community,
the Spirit), theological existence (wonder,
concern, commitment, faith), the threat to
theology ( solitude, doubt, temptation, hope),
and theological work (prayer, study, service,

Jove).
The P11i1h of Robwl Browning. By Hugh
Martin. Richmond, Va.: John Knox Press,
1964. 127 pages. Paper. $1.50. The retired editor of the SCM Press in London
praises Browning not only as "among the
very greatest of [English] poets," but also
u one to be read "for his deep insight into
human nature and into God's ways with
men." He makes a strong case for his thesis.
PiH Min111es " S11in1. By John Foster.
Richmond, Va.: John Knox Press, 1963.
Paper. $1.25. If we take the tide seriously,
Glaswegian church historian Foster has provided us with three and a half hours of reflection on Christian sanctity. Sanctity is to
be taken in the broad sense, however, since
his subjects include Tati:m, Papias, Aristides
of Athens, Tertullian, the anonymous author
of the uller lo Diognelus, the anonymous
(possibly not even actual) Christian wife of
a pagan Carthaginian, Anthusa of Antioch
( the mother of St. John of the Golden
Mouth), Abgar of Edessa, Ulfilas. Cosmas
Indicopleustes, Alopen, Origen, and Eusebius of Caesarea. The "saints" are distributed over seven chapters: Hearing the Gospel. preaching the Gospel, women and the
Gospel, the Gospel comes
Britain,
to
the
Gospel in English life and language, the
Gospel for the world, and the church and
the world. By and large, these biographical
are
sketches
solid, charming, edifying, and
inspiring. Foster's calendar of 29 authentic
Dints can be n:panded by one, the Roman
Martyrology liltl for June 29: "In Cyprus,
St.Mary, mother of John, surnamed Mark,"
that ii, Poster's No.13.
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Portn'11nners 11111l Rir,11ls of Chris1u1nily
from 330 B. C. lo 330 A. D. By Francis
Legge. New Hyde Park, N. Y.: University
Books, 1964. xxxi, 202, vi, 462 pages, two
volumes in one. Cloth. $10.00. Legge (died
1922), who is still remembered for his introduction to Horner's English translation
of the Pislis Sophia, was a member of that
amazing breed of British civil servants who,
working within bodies like the Society of
Biblical Archaeology and the Royal Asiatic
Society, rivaled and on occasion outdistanced
the academicians. The present reissue of
Porer111111crs and, Rir,11ls of Chrislianily reproduces the 1915 edition without alteration.
Actuall)• the work provides something less
than the tide promises. Legge deliberately
omits many of the forerunners and rivals
of Christianity and concentrates on the
Gnostic movement, he traces its origins to
Persian and Egyptian sources, relates it to
the Orphic mysteries, the Essenes, and Simon
Magus, and describes irs post-Christian expressions in the sysrems of Valentinus, the
Pistis Sophia, and Marcion. The final chapters discuss Mithraism and Manichaeism.
Fifty years of discovery and research have
dared much of I.cgge's work both in irs broad
outlines and in detail. Apart from this,
Lcg.se's rationalistic biases and prejudices
color his interpretations of the data. John
C. Wilson has provided a four-page .introduction to the reissue.
The Good, StH1111rit1111: Luke 10:2,.31 for
Children. By Janice Kramer, edited by :M'arianka Fousek, illustrated by Sally Mathews.
St. Louis: Concordia Publishing House,
1964. 32 pages. Paper. 35 cents. This is
the first lfrr:h Boal,, Concordia Publishing
House's venture into the realm of "quality
religious books for children." Illustrations
designed to appeal to children accompany
a rhymed version of the parable of the Good
Samaritan.
The GooJ s,.,,,.,;,.,, and The Kmg anJ
lhe Sff1111ffl. By Gerard A. Pottebaum, illustrated by Robert Strobridge. Dayton, Ohio:
George A. Pflaum, 1964. 36 pages each.
Paper. 3:5 cents each. The author and the
.illustrator who have produced nine previous
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"'Little People•• Paperbacks" intended "to be of the Heidelberg Catechism's doarine of
read ro children up ro oge 8" venture-with the Sacrament of the Altar is reflected in
great success-with these two tides ioro rhe the assertions: "Since the ascension •.• the
parables of our Lord.
body of Christ is ar the ri,ghr hand of God.
Tho Gospel of ONr Su6crings. By Ss,rcm The bread and the wine are the signs of this
Kierkegaard; translated from the Danish by twofold reality of the incarnate and exalted
A. 5. Aldworth and W. 5. Ferrie. Grand Christ" (pp 134, 13S ). Pery doubly disRapids, Mich.: William B. Eerdmans Pub- torts Luther's position, however, when on
lishing Company, 1964. lS0 pages. Paper. the one hand he calls it consubstantiation
$1.4S. In 1847 Kierkegaard published ar and when on the other he declares that
Copenhagen his Opbyggcligo Talor ; /or- "Luther saw in these words, 'this is my
sko/Ug Aand, of which the seven here body,' the pledge of a ro11l proseneo of
offered constitute rhe third pan. The pres- Christ" (p.134). Luther's concern wu to
ent reissue reproduces in paperback rhe orig- affirm that "the bread and wine are the true
body and blood of Christ'' ( Smalcald Arinal London edition of 19SS.
ticles), or, put in other terms, "that the true
Tho Heidelberg
CommenCalaebis·m with
body 11nd blood of Christ are corporeally in
Philadelphia: United Church Press, the bread and wine" (Marburg Articles).
1963. 224 pages. Paper. Price nor given. There is a two-page bibliography ( in which
The rexr of the Heidelberg Catechism is that Philip Melanchthon is listed u the author
of the 400th anniversary English edition, of the Book of Concord!). Those who
newly done from the original German and would understand the role of the HeidelLarin texts by Eden Theological Seminary's berg Catechism in the thinking of American
Allen 0. Miller and M. Eugene Osrerhaven. Reformed theologians should acquire this
The commentary is a slightly elaborated manual
version of rhe one published by a Swiss ReTho Holy War:Losing
Tho
11ntl T11king
formed clergyman, Andre Pery, ar Geneva
Ag11in
of
1he
Town
of
A1.11nso11l.
By John
in 1959 under the ride of Lo Caldehisma
clborg, do
eommontairo pour noire
Bunyan. Chicago: Moody Press [1964], 378
Hc,i d
,m
tamps,
competently done inro English by pages. Cloth. $4.9S. The title proper of
Miller and Marie B. Koons. The translation the original 1682 edition read Tho Hofy
committee contributes a S-page introduaion. W11r Made by ShlldJ11i 11pon Di11bol11s for
The introduction is useful, even though a tho Regaining of 1be l'tfolropolis of lb•
Lutheran, remembering the Augsburg Con- World. This reprint of the unabridged edifession and Luther's Small Catechism, will tion of 1948, with an introduaion and a
memoir
by Wilbur M. Smith
be puzzled by the statement that "ttnliko biographical
ossional wrilin.
gs,
other ,onf
the Heidelberg and a copious bibliography and index, is a
Catechism is generally irenic in nature" part of Tho w,,liD• Sorios o/ Christi1111
(p. 7, emphasis added). A Lutheran will Classics. Tho Hol1 Wa is inferior tO Th•
also contest the statement that the Heidel- Pilgrim's Progoss, bur it bu a solid place
berg Catechism became "a unitive confes- in the history of English devotional lirerasion" for Lutheran and Reformed theolo- ru.re.
In Pr11iso of s,,;,,, Pol. By St. John Chrygians in the 16th century and will characterize the committee's expressed hope that ir sosrom, translated from the Greek by Thomas
may become so in the 20th u unreasonably Halton. Bosten: Daughters of St. Paul, 1963.
utopian (p. 8). Pery's commentary is a 123 pages. Cloth, $2.00; paper, Sl.00. The
readable and perceptive unfolding of the seven panegyria on the Doaor of the Genintent of the Heidelberg Catechism for to• tiles that St. John of the Golden Mouth
day. The uncompromising Calvinism-u preached at Antioch between 386 and 398
distinsuisbed from the Zwinglianism that have (apart from the seventh) never before
been uanslated ioro English St. John knew
Pery .rejects u an extreme
iorerp.reration -
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bis 111bjea well- he had to, to prepare his
250 homilies on the Pauline letterL These

sermons accordinsly voice no mere perfunctory appreciation but a cordial affection for
St. PauL In their approach they are typically
Chrysostomian.
DtU Konzil
dam
RiJckblick
W111g:
auf
tli• %'1Hi1• Si1%1mgst,111riotl'1. Cologne: Verlag J. P. Bachem, 1964. 81 pageL Paper.
Price not given. This Roman Catholic
chronicle and evaluation of the second phase
of Vatican ll is one of the best analyses that
has come out to date. The declining optimism and the growing skepticism that
marked the end of the council's second
phase u compared with the end of the first
represent for Raainger "an appeal and 11
challenge to Christendom and to us [Roman]
Catholia in particular. No council, no matter how strong its impulse, can by itself
renewal
effect: the
of Christendom. It is a
thrust that points beyond itself into the routine of daily Christian service. It achieves
its purpose only in the day-by-day faith,
hope, and love of each one of us." {P. 76)
Noteworthy is Ratzinger's contention that
the formula with which Paul VI confirmed
the two decrees that second
the
phase
adopted- "Paul, bishop, servant of God's
servants, 1og1111h111r with the fathers of the
council" -actually created a new type of
conciliar jurisprudence which anticipated the
formal working out of a theory of col-

•"I

legiality.

Th• I.if• ntl Tim•s of Marlin Z..1h•r. By
J. H. Merle d'Aub.ip~, translated from the
French by H. White. Chicago: MoodyGr•al
Press,
n. d. 559 pages. Cloth. $4.95. Smy-nine
chapten, drawn from Merle d'Aub~'• Huof IN R•fomulitm of lh• Si:cl•mlh
Cn1-,, trace the life of the Great Reformer
down to 1522 throush the eyes and the reRU'Ch of the popular Swiss separatist church
bistmian of a century ago. Tbe work is
enpging -.nd the translation reads well, but
the aa:ount is notoriously inexact in detail
This wlume is the first of the T'J'IIUJ. Sm•s
of ~ Bio,r,,t,h;.s.
Ullhrs Pro,nss lo IN Did of Wonu.
New York: Harper and Row, 1964. By Gor-

'°"
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don Rupp. 109 pages. Paper. 95 centL
Rupp's study first came out in 1951. It lacks
the detail of William H. T. Dau's A.I IN
Tribtmal of Caes11r (St. Louis: Concordia
Publishing House, 1921), but has the advantage of being able to incorpomte the
findings of a whole additional generation of
Luther research. The 6-page introduction to
the paperback reissue picks up where the
"epilogue" of the original edition stopped,
and sketches briefly but comprehensively the
Luther research of the last 15 years. Rupp
takes the occasion to mrgue on the side of
Regin Prenter thllt Luther's "breakthrough"
in the: meaning of iusliti11 Dei took place in
1515 against Bizer's date of 1518-1519,
but also against Vogelsang's earlier date of
1512.
M11 tJNillsle ,le 11erit6. By G. F. Grosjemn.
Paris: fditions du Vieux Columbier, 1963,
101 pages. Paper. 8 French francs. Grosjean, who writes under the not11 de t,l•m•
Geofmnc, is a French Protestant minister
who currently heads up Wilfred Monad's
orgmnization, Les VeilleurL The book, a.
more thlln ordinarily interesting personal
document, is his own moving witness to the
impact of Moral Rearmament upon his life
and a solemn invitation to others to share
his experience:. The distinguished French
Protestant ecumenical leader Marc Boegner
prefaces the work with a high uibute to
Grosjean, in which, however, he voices reservation about some of the positions that
Grosjean takes.
Maers of 1h111 Chrisli•n Tutlition from
Alfntl lh•
10 Schlem-m•chw, By John
T. McNeill. New York: Harper and Row,
1964. xiv, 279 pages. Paper. $1.85. After
30 years this church-history-throush-biogreprinting.
raphy deserves
The 30 figures
that McNeill summons to his Stage are motley company. Most of them are inevitable,
but it is good to see recognition given to
St. Norbert of Xanten, to Lambert le msu,e,
about whom, McNeill notes, "there exists
only the most fragmentary information"
(p. 73), and to St. Elizabeth of Thuringia.
McNeill'1 accounts are lively; the very fact
that he can head three of the nine chapters
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'The Glorious Company of the Teachers,"

systematician Ernst Wolf summarizes the
'The Noble Azmy of the Heretics," and thousht of Karl Barth and Rudolf Bultmann
'The Goodly Pellowship of the Reformers" the Munich educator Wenzel LobH that of
suggests that. This paperback reissue boasts Hans Emil Brunner and Paul Althaus, Horst
an urbane new preface and an updated se- Biirkle that of Paul Tillich, Heinrich-Conlected bibliography.
stantin Rohrbach that of Reinhold Niebuhr,
ltf1111 ntl Hu R•ligions. By Joseph Netand J11kob Laubach that of half a dozen contis. Philadelphi11: United Church Press, tempomry European Roman Catholic theo1963. 64 pages. Paper. $1.00. The 82 logians - Karl Adam, Romano Guardinl,
photographs of this '"photo-essay" provide Heinrich Schlier, Hans Urs von Balthaar,
a dram11tic inrroduction to the variety of Yves Marie Joseph Conpr, and Karl Rabner.
man's religious expressions past 11nd present. Reinisch is staff editor of the Bavarian radio.
In actual use the text would need both sup- It is no disparagement of the ezcellent eaa11
of Wolf, Lohlf, Biirkle and Rohrbach to ay
plementation 11nd modification.
A M1111 Called
Story
Peta,: Th•
of Pt110, that primary interest in this work outside
i\f11,sh11ll. By Catherine Marshall. Green- the Roman Catholic denomination will cenwich, Conn.: F11wcctt Publications, 1964. ter in Laubach's sympathetic descriptions of
351 pages. Paper. 75 cents. This is a paper- the six Roman Catholic theologians.
back reissue of the 1951 best-scllins biogTh, Wo,tl ls T,111b: Soma Tho•ghls 09
raphy of the lllte U.S. Senate Ch:iplllin by tho Biblical Doa,i11• of lmpir111ior,. By Edhis widow.
ward J. Young. Grand Rapids, Mich.: Wm.
Aft1tli1111io11s (Ta cis hc1111ton). By Marcus B. Eerdmans Publishing Co., 1964. 287
Aurelius, translated by Maxwell Staniforth. pages. Paper. $2.25. This paperback reBaltimore, Md.: Penguin Books, 1964. 188 issue is the third printing of a work origpages. Paper. 95 cents. The twelve books inally published in 1957. In it Westminster
of reflections of the great second-century Scmin11ry's professor of the Old Tesument
Stoic emperor and persecutor of Christianity proposes "to acquaint the intelligent layman
here receive a new and fluent English dress. with the Biblical doctrine of inspiration and
The 20-page introduction will be helpful to convince him of its importance" and apto the reader who is venturing into this peals "to the modern evangelical not to cast
classic for the first time, although the final aside the time-honored Biblical view of insection, "Stoicism and Christianity," exag- spiration." ( P. 5 )
gerates the latter's debt to the former.
Tho Wortl of Gotl ntl Motl.,,, M• (D.s
Tho Afotha, of Jans: Hn P,oblMM
ntlGolUs •
Wo,1
tlar mOllntN Mnsd,J, By
Hn Glor,. By A. T. Robertson. Grand Emil Brunner, translated by David Cairns.
Rllpids, Mich.: Baker Book House, 1963. Richmond, VL: John Knox Press, 1964.
71 pases. Cloth. $1.75. The current con- 87 pases. Paper. $1.50. The German origcern for a Biblical MarioloSY that the ecu- inal of this work is nearly two decades old.
menical encounter with Roman Catholicism Its great virtue is that it summarizes in small
hu evoked even in conservative evanselical compass a major key to the undemanding
circles is attested to by the republication of of Brunner'• theology, his doctrine of man,
this little work, first put out by famed South- in terms of a number of other 1ign.i6cant
ern Baptist New Testament ICholar Roben- emphases in his thought. The four chapters
10n back in 1925.
cover respectively the issue sured in the
Thaologums of O,w Tima (Thaolog
,,,,_
..
title, faith in the Creator and the scientific
sarar Zttil). Edited by Leonhard Reinisch. world picture, Christ and "historical life,"
Notre Dame, Ind.: The University of Notre and the body of Christ and the problem of
Dame Press, 1964, :Ki, 235 pages. Paper. fellowship. (The translation is 8uent. but
$2.25. In this volume, just translated from one wonders why KllflsWI oa pqe 87 wu
the Munich edition of 1960, Gottingen's DOC rendered as "CapetDwa.")
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BOOK llBVIB\V

W'oris of Lo110: Som• Chnstitm R• fkaions
;,, IN Porm of Diseo,mos. By Ssfren Kicrkepard, tramlated from the Danish by Howard
and Edria HoD&- New York: Harper and
Row. 378 pages. 1964, paper, $1.85; 1962,
doth, $6.00. The paperback reissue follows
by only two years the original hard-cover
translation of the "Christian reflections"
which in many ways are d1e most chamctcristic of Kierkegaard's works. The Hongs'
version of dlis book ranks among the very
best translatiom of any of Kierkegaard's
writiDp into English.
Nftll Bss•,sPhilosophical
in
Thcoloi,.
Edited by Antony Flew and Alasdair MacIntyre. New York: The Macmillan Company, 1964. s, 274 pages. Paper. $3.25.
"Are religious statements meaningful?" This
is the question which in the spirit of "linguistic analysis" 16 British philosophers and
theologians undenook to reply to in this
1955 22-essay symposium. The increasing
.interest in li11S11istic analysis by meologians
on this side of me Atlantic justifies this
paperback reissue. The papers range over
a wide variety of subjects from dle possibility of discussing religion at all, via dle
question of demonstrating the existence of
God, to the issue of human freedom, creation, miracles, vision, and death. Especially
signific:aDt is the discussion of theology and
fahification; so is Ronald Hepburn's paper,
"Demythologizing and the Problem of Validity."
o,,,. Lortl Prll'JS for His Own: Tho11ghls
Jon 17. By Marcus Raimford. Chicago:
Moody Press, 1964. 476 pages. Cloth.
84.95. This devotional consideration of
Christ's high-priestly prayer - a volume in
Tb. w,mff• Sm•s of Christitm Cllusies is a reprint of the fifth edition (1950).
S. Mowell Coder introduces the work with
a biographical sketch of the great 19thClClltmy Irish-born Anglic:aD Evao.aclical who
wu a trusted friend and associate of Moody
and Sankey ill their London revivals.
PIHn,YMs llfUl Lililh. By George Mac-

istcr and poet MacDonald would be remembered by far fewer people today if he had
not exerted such a profound posthumous
influence on so articulate an admirer as Clive
Staples lewis (whose lovely tribute, written
as a preface to a MacDonald anthology, is
abbrcvfated on pages 7 through 12 of dle
present book). By lewis' solid critical judgment Ph1111t11stt1s (1858) and Lilith (1895)
arc among MacDonald's "great works." Of
the two, Ph1111tastos is probably the more substantial, but both are interesting, and it is
good to have dlem together in a single
paperback volume.
Kloinos
oologisehos
th
lfl'orto
rb11eh. By
Karl Rabner and Herbert Vorgrimler. Freiburg-im-Breisgau: Verlag Herder, 1961. 397
pages. Paper. DM 4.80. Rabner is one of
European Roman Cadlolicism's most creative
and influential dleologians; Vorgrimler is
one of his students. Together they have
turned out an exceptionally thorough but
compaa little theological dictionary. Over
600 articles arc alphabetically arranged from
Aborglauba,
s
Ab/ass, Ab olt11 and Abstammung dos Mtmseho11 over Kairos, K1111on,
K•rdin11ll11gondon and Kardiog,,osi•
ol
o iseboto
Z1111111g, Z111oel:, Zw if and Z111
11:sst11nd. It is not easy reading, either for a
non-Roman Catholic or, one suspeas, for
a Roman Catholic of traditional background.
Although heavily interlarded with references
to Denzioger's Bnehiridion, dle authors avoid
mere repetition of textbook formulas and
attempt to provide authentically contemporary answers to the problems that the subjects of the various articles pose. While most
of the articles are brief, some are very substantial: B#Ssflkrflmonl, Doxd, Gn•tl•, and
Hailigo SebrifI, for imtancc, exceed tl1ree
pages each, G"111btm, Mllrid plus Mmologi•,
06tmb11r11ng, Protost11nlismt1s and TOtl exceed
four pages, Kireho and Raligio• run around
five pages, and ]os#S Chrisl#S is over sbr.
Vorgrimler's connection with the uxil:o•
fiir Thoologit1 •t11l Kireht1 made pertinent
materials from this i.mportaDt Roma11 CathDonald. Grand Rapids, Mich.: Wm. B. olic encyclopedia accessible to the authors.
Berdmam Publishing Company, 1964. 420 Herder should make an English venion
AllTHUB. CARL PIBPltOllN
pages. Paper. 82.45. Congregation.alist mill- aYailable.
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Meyer: Book Review. - Literatur
.29 expository sermons revealing
the rich resources
the Old Testament suggests for your pulpit

PROMISE
AND THE PRESENCE
THE

MESSAGES OF HOPE FROM THE
OLD TESTAMENT, ADVENT TO PENTECOST
BY HARRY N. HUXHOLD

Recently

there has been a recovery of the ancient practice of reading an Old

Testament lesson in the worship service. In The Promist1 and tht1 Prut1nct1 the author
chooses 29 of these Old Testament texts from accepted Old Testament reading systems

and expounds them in relation to the Gospel readings for the day. Contemporary illustra1ions and literary quotations enhance the rich application of Old Testament themes for
:modem bearers. The two New Testament texts, for Christmas and Easter, underscole
llhc unity and vitality an Old Testament context lends to your Gospel message.
"When Christian theology and preaching drift away from their Old Testament moor•
fngs, the results are always calamitous. • . • The sermons In this volume, many of which
f was privileged to hear as a parishioner and colleague of the author, are a serious and

.1ucce11ful affempt to recover some of the lost power of that tradition."
-

from the foreword by Jaroalav Pellfran

Sbare tile ddles of. ..... Old ".l'eltlmeat ., I
wllh :,oar waanPfloD.
'lbe P1om11e 111111 t1ae P1'111rce, lmdllaallll, SXIM,

~

$4.50. Onla' No.15Ultll

~ n B A C I I I N C I TD0UOH THB PalNTIID WCllaD
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CONFIRMED TO WHAT? WHY?
As a pastor, why will you
confirm 7 Will you confirm at
age 14 and withhold the
Lord's Supper until then 7
This long-awaited study asks
these and many more questions. It provides you with
sound theological and educational principles for discovering
answers to finding a strong
role for confirmation in today's
parish. Author Repp's book
equips you, the pastor,
to take a new look at an
oversentimentalized and
sacramentalized tradition. Get
acquainted with this book
now. Your parish's program
will be stronger for it.

Confirmation in the
Lutheran Church
BY ARTHUR C. REl'I', ACADEMIC DEAN.
CONCORDIA SEMINARY, ST. LOUIS

The first compr9hens/n American

studr of Lutheran coldlrmatlon.
With . ,. . ..,_, rite o, Lutheran confirmation.
c:'9fM••aC. w,,..... .... ,.,.••
Order No. tfftl01
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